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ABSTRACT

DISCRETE-DEPTH MEASUREMENTS OF NATURAL GRADIENT

GROUNDWATER FLOW IN FRACTURES USING BOREHOLE TRACER METHODS

Carlos Henrique Maldaner Advisor:
University of Guelph, 2017 Beth Louise Parker

This thesis aims to quantify groundwater flow under ambient conditions in depth-discrete

fractures using measurements in bedrock boreholes. The first method applied, known as

the point dilution method, is well established and is performed in this study to serve as a

benchmark for values of groundwater velocities in the study area. To improve on standard

point dilution testing, a packer system was adapted to efficiently perform four types of hy-

draulic tests and tracer dilution tests in short intervals without moving the packers. This

combined method is performed in multiple depth intervals of a fractured dolostone corehole

(GDC-5) located in Guelph, Ontario, Canada, allowing estimation of groundwater veloc-

ities assuming possible numbers of hydraulically active fractures. The second method, is

a new technique proposed in this thesis which uses heat as a tracer to quantify flow in

fractures. Heat is added at a constant input along a composite fiber optic cable installed

behind an inflated flexible and impermeable borehole liner, pushing the cable against the

entire length of the borehole wall, and avoiding cross-connected flow inside the borehole.

The temperature along the borehole wall is measured continuously along the cable using

fiber-optic distributed temperature sensing. Heat transfer is enhanced where groundwater



flow occurs in hydraulically active fractures and it is estimated from the measured effective

thermal conductivity. Volumetric groundwater flow is estimated for the first time using the

active DTS method in sealed boreholes assuming a single fracture per interval which can

result in unreasonable high values. The method is advanced by considering uncertainties

including multiple fractures and their spacing per interval, influences of the cable position

in the borehole relative to the groundwater flow direction, and heat input (duration) during

the test. This thesis shows for the first time that active DTS in sealed boreholes reliably

estimates groundwater flow in bedrock fracture zones with substantial advantages in time

and cost efficiencies over other methods, especially removal of borehole short-circuiting

effects. This methodology may change the abilities of the groundwater profession to un-

derstand groundwater and contaminant travel times. This thesis is organized into three

independent manuscripts prepared for journal publication, plus overall introductory and

conclusion chapters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem statement

Groundwater flow and velocity in fractured rock with low matrix permeability is dif-

ficult to measure in the field because fractures are often small, numerous and variably

distributed. It is also challenging to distinguish which fractures are hydraulically-active

with typical observation methods used (core and geophysical logging methods). However,

characterizing flow in fractured rock is fundamental to determine capture zone of supply

wells, which is based on the groundwater travel time usually estimated from the average

linear groundwater velocity (e.g. Bhatt, 1993; Bradbury and Muldoon, 1994; Evers and

Lerner, 1998; Harman et al., 2001; Sousa et al., 2013). Groundwater velocity is also used

to calculate contaminant mass flux to assess risk of toxic chemicals in drinking water, and

determine remediation strategies with these concepts well-advanced for granular aquifers
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(e.g. Einarson and Mackay, 2001; Guilbeault et al., 2005; Annable et al., 2014). The same

methods are required for fractured rock, but they are limited or poorly established due to

discrete nature of the flow along fractures and concerns with dominant fracture pathways

controlling early arrival to receptors. Improved identification of groundwater flow locations

and magnitude along boreholes can reduce uncertainty in risk assessment of geotechnical

projects, and improve evaluation of ground heat pump systems’ efficiency.

Usually groundwater velocity (v̄) is estimated from field measurements of hydraulic

conductivity (K) determined from hydraulic tests with known pumping/injection rates,

effective (advective) porosity (φe) and hydraulic head distribution using appropriate an-

alytical numerical solutions to Darcy’s Law (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). This approach is

used in numerical models widely applied for decision making; however, validation of the

results with direct measurements of v̄ is rare, and usually done under forced-gradient or

non-ambient conditions. To properly investigate groundwater flow rates in a highly hetero-

geneous network of interconnected fractures, a large number of velocity measuring points

under natural gradient conditions is necessary. The maximum amount of information that

can be obtained from a few boreholes start by identifying fracture distributions with depth

using rock core and/or borehole image logs including acoustic and optical televiewers.

Next, to assess which of the observed fractures are able to transmit water, flowmeter logs

or tracer tests are performed in the open borehole under ambient and pumping conditions

to determine locations with water inflow and outflow (Paillet et al., 1987; Morin et al.,

1988; Molz et al., 1989, 1994; Paillet, 1998, 2000). However, methods applied in open

2



hole conditions are subject to cross-connected flow inside the borehole, which disturbs the

natural fracture connectivity and redistributes the natural gradient flow condition and can

mask flow from low transmissivity fractures leading to errors in v̄ estimates (Michalski and

Klepp, 1990; Brassington, 1992; Price and Williams, 1993; Elci et al., 2001; Sterling et al.,

2005; Runkel et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2008; Pehme et al., 2010; Maurice et al., 2011).

Natural gradient conditions can be approximated by inflating straddle packers to isolate

intervals from the open hole cross-connected flow. Hydraulic and tracer tests can be per-

formed in these intervals to measure the interval hydraulic transmissivity (T ) (Quinn et al.,

2011a, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016) and the volumetric groundwater flow rate (Qf ) across the

interval (Lewis et al., 1966; Halevy et al., 1967; Drost et al., 1968; Grisak et al., 1977; Klotz

et al., 1979; Evans, 1983; Leap and Kaplan, 1988; Chin-Fu Tsang et al., 1990; Brouyère,

2003; Pitrak et al., 2007; West and Odling, 2007; Brouyère et al., 2008; Brainerd and Rob-

bins, 2004; Evans, 1995). These methods, although time consuming, have been applied

in fractured rock to determine v̄ by dividing Qf by the φe (Lewis et al., 1966; Gustafsson

and Andersson, 1991; Novakowski et al., 2006; Nordqvist et al., 2008; Jamin et al., 2015).

In fractured rock, φe is estimated from the number of hydraulically active fractures (N )

in the test interval and their hydraulic aperture (2b); however, there is considerable debate

of what aperture estimate should be used and it depends on the application (Tsang, 1992).

Fracture apertures estimated from T values using the cubic law are refered to as equiva-

lent hydraulic apertures and are sensitive to N demonstrated by National Research Council

(1996) andQuinn et al. (2011b). However, the discussion of the impact of N on v̄ estimates

3



from tracer dilution tests has not been done.

Characterization of hydraulically active fractures under natural gradient conditions was

improved with the development of flexible and impermeable borehole liners allowing tem-

porary sealing of the entire borehole to avoid cross-connected flow (Cherry et al., 2007;

Keller et al., 2014). The combined use of sealed boreholes, temperature sensors capable of

measuring withing ±0.001 ◦C, and the ability to disrupt the natural temperature by heating

the stagnant water column inside the borehole liner has improved identification of hydrauli-

cally active fractures at any depth of the borehole (Greenhouse and Pehme, 2002; Pehme

et al., 2010, 2013, 2014).

Recent advances in temperature measurements using distributed temperature sensing

(DTS) (Hurtig et al., 1994; Selker et al., 2006; Tyler et al., 2009) open new opportunities to

characterize flow conditions in open fractured rock boreholes (Hurtig et al., 1994; Grosswig

et al., 1996; Ikeda et al., 2000; Macfarlane et al., 2002; Büttner and Huenges, 2003; Ya-

mano and Goto, 2005; Henninges and Zimmermann, 2005; Leaf et al., 2012; Banks et al.,

2014; Sellwood et al., 2015a; Read et al., 2015; Sellwood et al., 2015b; Luo et al., 2015;

Hausner et al., 2016). The DTS lower temperature resolution of ±0.01 ◦C when combined

with composite fiber optic cable, fibre optics and copper conductors in the same cable, to

perform thermal response tests (A-DTS) (Freifeld et al., 2008) and with borehole liners,

permits identification of hydraulically active fractures under natural gradient conditions

(Coleman et al., 2015). The ability of A-DTS to inject heat and measure temperature con-

tinuously with time throughout the borehole under well-controlled conditions presents for

4



the first time the opportunity to quantify groundwater flow at sufficient close spacing under

natural gradient condition by applying analytical and numerical solutions of heat transport.

1.2 Hypothesis and objectives

Overall goal of this thesis is to develop and assess an advanced quantitative method

to efficiently estimate natural gradient volumetric groundwater flow rate in fractured rock

with low matrix permeability. The first objective is to use an innovative combination of two

established methods (tracer dilution and hydraulic tests) applied to serve as a benchmark

for values of groundwater flowrates and velocities in the study area. The second, is a new

method proposed in this thesis which uses heat as a tracer to quantify flow in fractures, and

it based on the following hypothesis:

• The rate of temperature increase during an A-DTS thermal response test in sealed

boreholes is proportional to the bulk rock thermal properties, and to the magnitude

of groundwater flow in hydraulically active fractures.

To test this hypothesis this study combines field experiments, laboratory measurements

and numerical modeling to estimate volumetric groundwater flow rate from A-DTS in

sealed boreholes. The specific objectives that this thesis aims to address are:

• Develop a new technology and procedure aimed at determining the ambient v̄ using

an efficient combination of tracer dilution and hydraulic tests. The two types of tests
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are conducted using the same downhole apparatus that remains in a fixed position in

the borehole for both tests;

• Present conceptual insights about fracture apertures and groundwater velocity that

have evolved from the development and application of the new borehole measure-

ment system;

• Develop an efficient approach to estimate ambient groundwater flow rate from ac-

tive DTS thermal response tests in sealed boreholes based on field data, laboratory

measurements in core samples, and numerical modeling;

• Assess four major sources of uncertainties in estimation of ambient groundwater

flow rate from active DTS thermal response tests including number of hydraulically

active fractures per interval, fracture spacing, heat input duration, and the position of

the composite fibre optic cable in the borehole relative to the groundwater flow.

1.3 Thesis organization

This thesis is organized in five chapters, with three core chapters (Chapter 2 to 4) written

as stand-alone manuscripts prepared for submission to peer-reviewed journals.

Chapter 2 describes a versatile packer system developed to perform four hydraulic tests

including rising and falling head tests, constant head step tests, and pumping tests in combi-

nation with tracer dilution tests in the same interval. Groundwater velocities are estimated

and their sensitivity assessed to cross-sectional flow areas derived from fracture apertures
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measured on image logs (acoustic and optical televiewers), and from apertures estimated

using transmissivity values from hydraulic tests and the cubic law considering a range in

the number of possible hydraulically active fractures.

Chapter 3 describes the conceptual model for convective heat transfer at fracture sur-

faces from the composite fiber optic cable. A method is proposed to correct estimated

values of apparent thermal conductivity due to the stagnant water column inside the bore-

hole liner. Initially, a single fracture is assumed to be active to simplify the problem in

order to focus on the multiple elements of the test conditions. The method to estimate the

apparent rate of heat transfer by convection, which is proportional to the flow rate in the

fracture. The method is demonstrated in a field site, where results of apparent thermal con-

ductivity values are compared with laboratory measurements in selected core samples from

the same borehole, and complemented with robust datasets for the fracture and rock matrix

conditions using the full DFN approach characterization methods (Parker et al., 2012).

Chapter 4 assesses the uncertainty of the approach and assumptions presented in Chap-

ter 3 specifically with attention to the influence of multiple fractures per interval on the

estimation of fracture flow rate. The spacing between fractures is also considered, as well

as the heating period, which is proportional to the volume of the aquifer tested, and there-

fore can influence the number of fractures detected during the test especially if within a

few decimeters of the borehole wall. The position of the composite fiber optic cable in

the borehole relative to the groundwater flow direction is another uncertainty discussed in

Chapter 4.
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Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the key findings and contributions of this work and

presents recommendations for future research and development.
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Chapter 2

Improving estimates of groundwater

velocity in a fractured rock borehole

using hydraulic and tracer dilution

methods

2.1 Abstract

A versatile straddle packer system for hydraulic testing in fractured-rock boreholes was

adapted for synergistic application of borehole dilution tracer tests to determine the am-

bient average linear groundwater velocity (v̄) in the fractures intersecting the borehole in

the same packed-off intervals as hydraulic tests without removing or re-setting the packers.
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Constant head step and slug tests are also conducted in the interval between the air inflated

packers to measure the transmissivity (T ). These forced gradient hydraulic tests disturb the

flow regime, but later the borehole dilution tests obtain groundwater velocity with minimal

hydraulic disturbance so that the ambient velocity is determined. Borehole dilution tests

measure the dilution rate of the tracer in the test interval, which is converted to the volu-

metric flow rate through the interval (Qt) by adjusting for the flow convergence-divergence

created by the open hole. To convert Qt to v̄ in the fractures, the cross-sectional area of

the active fractures intersecting the test interval is required. Two independent approaches

provide this area: 1) the cubic law using values of T providing equivalent hydraulic aper-

tures using a small range for the possible number of active fractures in the interval, and

2) image apertures determined from acoustic and optical televiewer logs representing the

visual aperture area. This method was applied in a borehole drilled 73 m into a fractured

dolostone aquifer. The cubic law v̄ values were consistent with the site hydrogeology and

literature values, but the image log values infrequently were unreasonably high. Borehole

dilution has been rarely used in fractured rock relative to granular aquifers perhaps because

of the uncertainty in the conversion of the transit flow rate from the dilution response to the

groundwater velocity in the fracture network. However, these results indicate that the com-

bination of hydraulic and dilution testing done in the same test interval is the best option to

determine reasonable groundwater velocity under ambient flow conditions.
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2.2 Introduction

The average linear groundwater velocity (v̄) is a key parameter in the quest to assess

contaminant behavior at field sites. It is necessary for the delineation of wellhead protec-

tion areas based on travel time estimates (Bhatt, 1993; Bradbury and Muldoon, 1994; Evers

and Lerner, 1998; Harman et al., 2001; Sousa et al., 2013), for assessing the risk of con-

taminated sites to potential off-site receptors, and for determining the success of remedia-

tion strategies (Einarson and Mackay, 2001; Guilbeault et al., 2005; Annable et al., 2014).

Groundwater velocity is most commonly estimated by determining the bulk hydraulic con-

ductivity (K) and measuring the hydraulic gradient using three or more observation wells

to obtain the Darcy flux (q); v̄ is then obtained by dividing q by the bulk effective poros-

ity (φe). However, this approach requires a few wells to measure the hydraulic gradient,

and therefore, there is advantage to be gained from methods that determine v̄ from tests in

single boreholes, such as tracer dilution tests, also known as the point dilution or borehole

dilution method. The point dilution method involves the injection of a dissolved tracer in

the tested borehole with continuous mixing while measuring the tracer dilution rate as the

ambient groundwater flow carries the tracer out of the borehole into the formation (Halevy

et al., 1967; Drost et al., 1968). The equipment needed for this method can be mostly

constructed using off-the-shelf components and various designs are reported (Halevy et al.,

1967; Drost et al., 1968; Grisak et al., 1977; West and Odling, 2007). In granular aquifers,

such as sand and gravel deposits, the dilution rate in the test interval of the well is easily

converted to a value for v̄ by first adjusting for the convergence-divergence of flow at the
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well. The procedure involves using the screen length to determine the perpendicular cross-

sectional area of flow with the borehole volume to obtain q, and from this, a value for v̄

is obtained by dividing q by φe, which for unconsolidated sand or gravel deposits, φe is

typically about 0.3. Therefore, v̄ is approximately three times the Darcy flux in sand and

gravel aquifers.

Although there is substantial literature on the dilution method starting in the 1960’s,

nearly all pertain to applications in sand and gravel aquifers and only a few concern frac-

tured rock. Groundwater velocity in fractured rock is generally orders-of-magnitude larger

than in granular aquifers, because the bulk effective fracture porosity is orders of magnitude

smaller than the φe of granular aquifers (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). The paucity of bore-

hole dilution activities in rock boreholes is attributable to technical challenges in adapting

equipment designs to suit rock boreholes and uncertainties associated with the conversion

of the natural-gradient transit flow rate crossing the test interval (Qt) into v̄ values. This

conversion is not straightforward because it requires the cross-sectional area for flow in the

formation, which is the sum of the equivalent hydraulically active fractures apertures that

intersect the borehole wall in the test interval; this is difficult to measure accurately. These

apertures summed per unit borehole length provide the bulk effective fracture porosity.

Whereas the effective porosity for granular aquifers is typically about 0.3, the bulk effec-

tive porosity for fractured rock can range from 0.0001 - 0.01 (Freeze and Cherry, 1979;

Quinn et al., 2011b). The challenge for borehole dilution tests in rock boreholes centers on

the determination of the bulk porosity term represented by the cross-sectional flow area of
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the hydraulically active fractures identified in the test interval if rigorous methods are not

used. The uncertainty in the bulk effective porosity in rock can be orders of magnitude,

thereby rendering travel time estimates misleading or useless, therefore, it is essential that

the uncertainty be assessed and narrowed.

A schematic representation of a borehole dilution test is displayed in Figure 2.2, which

shows the convergence-divergence effect and flow entering and leaving the open borehole

space via three horizontal fractures of different apertures. Two approaches are known for

estimation of the fracture cross-sectional area necessary for conversion of the Qt to v̄ val-

ues: the first is based on the use of image logs for visual measurements such as acoustic

and optical televiewers that show the fracture openings on the borehole wall (Williams and

Johnson, 2004), and second utilizes the cubic law to obtain hydraulic aperture from mea-

sured values of transmissivity (T ) from hydraulic tests in the borehole or borehole segments

(Tsang, 1992). This study uses both of these methods for comparison of the v̄ values and

assessment of their reasonableness.

The downhole apparatus developed for this study is a combination of the straddle packer

system developed by Quinn et al. (2012) with the added capability to conduct borehole

tracer dilution tests and hydraulic tests for T in the same packer-isolated intervals without

having to move or re-set the packers. Although, the two types of tests are conducted in the

same interval of borehole, the hydraulic tests impose large gradients on the groundwater

system at the hole, whereas borehole dilution tests do not impose an elevated hydraulic

gradient because the small volume of tracer gently introduced and mixed. Therefore, v̄ is
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measured under ambient flow conditions. However, obtaining T values does not lead di-

rectly to characterizing hydraulic apertures through the cubic law, because the number of

hydraulically active fractures conveying water in the test interval must be obtained. Quinn

et al. (2011b) reported on hydraulic aperture and v̄ values were obtained from hydraulic test

T values using assumed hydraulic gradients for a fractured dolostone aquifer in Guelph,

Canada. To obtain an estimate for the number of hydraulically active fractures in the test

interval, Quinn et al. (2011b) used calculations based on a critical Reynolds’ Number pro-

cedure applicable to hydraulic test data obtained from an injection or withdrawal test con-

ducted using the constant head step-test method. The field site selected for application of

the new approach using hydraulic and tracer dilution tests described in this paper is situated

on the same dolostone aquifer used by Quinn et al. (2011a,b).

Dilution studies have been conducted in open boreholes in fractured rock by rapidly

mixing the water column with a tracer and then monitoring the dilution rate along the

borehole length to identify flow in and out of the hole (Lewis et al., 1966; Grisak et al.,

1977; Maurice et al., 2011). However, open holes disturb the natural hydraulic system

by cross-connecting fractures intersecting the hole, therefore, dilution tests do not give

insight into the natural groundwater flow system (Brassington, 1992; Price and Williams,

1993; Sterling et al., 2005). This hydraulic cross-connection causes inward flow from

fractures with larger hydraulic head and outward flow through fractures with lower head,

thereby, inducing vertical flow inside the borehole that impacts dilution test results. Tracer

dilution tests are best applied in short borehole segments isolated by straddle packers to
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minimize the effect of vertical flow (Gustafsson and Andersson, 1991; Novakowski et al.,

2006; Nordqvist et al., 2008; Jamin et al., 2015). Borehole dilution tests in short borehole

segments have the best potential to provide zone-specific information concerning q and v̄.

However, none of these studies determined the number of hydraulically active fractures

and the influence of this number on the v̄ estimation from tracer dilution tests when the

cross-sectional flow area is based on fracture apertures derived from hydraulic tests.

This paper has two related objectives: the first is to report an application in a fractured

dolostone borehole of an efficient combination of tracer dilution and hydraulic tests aimed

at determining the ambient v̄. The two types of tests are conducted using the same down-

hole apparatus that remains in a fixed position in the borehole for both types of tests. The

focus is on determining v̄ in short intervals of borehole isolated using straddle packers so

that a variety of v̄ values can be obtained from zones exhibiting different characteristics.

This is the first reporting on equipment and results from both types of tests being combined

in the same test interval in fractured rock. The second is to present conceptual insights

about the nature of fracture apertures and groundwater velocity based on the application of

this new measurement system for rock boreholes. This study examines the sensitivity of

the cross-sectional flow area on the v̄ determination from borehole tracer dilution tests. The

groundwater velocity in fractures is estimated from these tests using cross-sectional flow

areas based on fracture apertures determined from image logs and from hydraulic tests. An

assessment of the reasonableness of the v̄ values obtained in this study is conducted based

on the calculated hydraulic gradients using Darcy’s law and groundwater flow rates from
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tracer dilution tests, and fracture hydraulic conductivity calculated from T values using the

cubic law (Figure 2.1).

2.3 Aperture concepts

The cross-sectional area of each aperture that intersects a borehole has a complex

area distribution. Individual fracture apertures present irregular surfaces that include areas

where the surfaces are in contact with each other such that the aperture is closed (Figure

2.3a and b). For the application of the cubic law, the hydraulic aperture for a single frac-

ture is a conceptualization where the fracture is represented as the equivalent of parallel

plates with uniform separation along the open section of the fracture (Figure 2.3c). There

is a large literature on the parallel plate approximation for the cubic law addressed in the

reviews by Snow (1969) and Tsang (1992). Several laboratory studies have examined the

cubic law using single fractures that are natural or rock that has been cracked summarized

by Quinn et al. (2011b). However, in many situations, the assumptions of the cubic law may

be wrong as summarized in Berkowitz (2002) including rock matrix permeability, fracture

orientation and direction of the hydraulic gradient, and flow channeling.

For each aperture, the cross-sectional area visible on borehole walls can vary greatly

depending on where exactly the hole cuts across the fracture, as depicted conceptually in

(Figure 2.3d). At one position, a borehole intersects the fracture where it is closed, and at

another location, it intersects the largest opening offered by the fracture.
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Fracture aperture can be estimated using hydraulic tests and tracer experiments using

multiple monitoring points to characterize the tracer transport along fractures. One of the

few field studies of a single natural fracture is that by Lapcevic et al. (1999), where hy-

draulic apertures were determined and compared to tracer apertures. In that study, the

smallest interval size used was 0.1 m, where it was assumed that only one fracture existed

in each tested interval. Later, Novakowski et al. (2006) conducted borehole dilution tests

on many of these same intervals using an interval length of 0.25 m that was short enough to

isolate the single fracture. Other test intervals have been reported for hydraulic tests using

straddle packers in fractured rock ranging from 1 to 180 m (Gustafsson and Andersson,

1991; Novakowski et al., 2006; Nordqvist et al., 2008; Jamin et al., 2015).

In this study, a packer interval of 1.5 m is used for the initial testing of the borehole.

The selection of the 1.5 m length for the test interval was based on practical considerations

including the expectation from experience in this fractured dolostone aquifer and other

sedimentary rock aquifers that this length is long enough to contain at least one permeable

fracture and perhaps up to a few permeable fractures (Quinn et al., 2011a,b, 2013, 2015,

2016). It is long enough so that testing enough intervals to cover a substantial part of the

total borehole length is practical. The selection of the preliminary intervals was made based

on examination of FLUTe T profiling (Keller et al., 2014) and acoustic and optical image

logs; however, for the fractures seen on these image logs, it cannot be determined whether

they are hydraulically transmissive or active under ambient flow conditions.

The injection of water for a hydraulic test in a fractured rock borehole interval imposes
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a high gradient flow regime around the borehole with water exiting the hole via all the per-

meable fractures that intersect the hole as conceptualized in Figure 2.4. Each transmissive

fracture receiving water has resistance to flow that is a composite effect from the resis-

tance in the borehole-intersecting fractures, and the resistance to flow imposed when the

hydraulic pulse reaches intersections of these fractures with other fractures away from the

borehole. All this is indeterminate from any hydraulic test, and the effects of the various

permeable fractures intersecting the borehole and the connecting fractures are embodied in

the calculated value of the hydraulic aperture from the cubic law:

(2b)h = 3

√
12µT
ρgN

(2.1)

where (2b)h is the hydraulic aperture assuming that all the hydraulically active fractures

present are identical and behave as smooth parallel plates, µ is the water viscosity, T is

transmissivity, ρ is the density of water, g is the gravitational acceleration, and N is the

number of hydraulically active fractures in the testing interval. The hydraulic aperture

attributed to idealized parallel plate fractures then does not pertain to any particular fracture,

but it is a value from flow assumed to be distributed equally to all of the fractures in the

test interval deemed to be transmissive and it incorporates resistance of nearby connecting

fractures. For hydraulic tests using straddle packers where Darcian flow is maintained, the

radius of influence of each test is generally only a few meters (e.g. 30 m) (Quinn et al.,

2011b).

For T values to be accurate for obtaining hydraulic aperture values using the cubic law,
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assessment of the assumptions used to determine T from hydraulic tests is needed. Quinn

et al. (2011a) showed that, in fractured rock, the flow becomes non-Darcian at relatively

low flow rates, and non-darcian flow biases T values low. The horizontal radial flow as-

sumption is violated when there is short-circuiting to the open hole, and this biases T high

if not corrected (Quinn et al., 2016). The estimation of the number of hydraulically active

fractures is important when determining hydraulic apertures; however, the identification of

a fracture in the test interval does not guarantee that water is flowing through it. The only

certainty is that the number of hydraulically active fractures present in the test interval are

bounded by one fracture and the maximum number identified in the core.

The borehole dilution test responds to all the fractures intersecting the test interval that

are permeable and for which the ambient hydraulic gradient causes flow, transporting the

tracer from the borehole into the fractures. The number of fractures assumed to be hy-

draulically active influences the calculated fracture aperture and, therefore, will affect the

final groundwater velocity value (Quinn et al., 2011b). Estimation of the number of frac-

tures present in each test interval can be based on core inspection and geophysical image

logs; however, neither of these methods can be used to identify hydraulically active frac-

tures. Core inspection identifies every fracture present in the tested interval and represents

the maximum number of fractures possible. Mechanical breaks induced in the core during

the drilling process can bias the number of fractures identified high if not properly char-

acterized. Image logs identify fractures along the borehole wall, and small fractures may

be not identified. Typically, the number of fractures should be no more than the number
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identified in the core, and, therefore, the core logs can be used as an upper bound for the

image log interpretation. Measuring fracture aperture at the borehole wall using image

logs can be biased high due to effect of drilling (i.e. pieces of the wall can fall off causing

enlargement) and likely is not representative of the fracture opening away from the bore-

hole (Figure 2.3). Because hydraulic tests measure the transmissivity of a larger volume

of the aquifer, apertures derived from these tests may be more representative of the flow

system. As the number of hydraulically active fractures increase, the individual apertures

decrease; however, the total flow area increases, thereby illustrating the importance of the

number of active fractures on the estimation of the cross-sectional flow area. Some studies

use a single fracture to calculate equivalent apertures even though more than one fracture

is often present, which can provide a unreasonably high estimate average linear velocity

(Gustafsson and Andersson, 1991; Nordqvist et al., 2008; Jamin et al., 2015).

For this study, fracture apertures were estimated in two different ways: (1) image aper-

tures (2bi) were individually measured on borehole acoustic and optical image logs assum-

ing all fractures are hydraulically active, and (2) hydraulic apertures (2bh) were determined

using the cubic law (Equation 2.1) based on T values obtained from hydraulic tests, and es-

timated numbers of hydraulically active fractures (N ) in the interval. Because the presence

of a fracture in the interval does not guarantee that it is hydraulically active, in this study N

is estimated using different techniques assuming: 1) one fracture, 2) the number observed

in borehole image logs, 3) the number observed in core logs, and 4) the number of frac-

tures based on the onset of the non-Darcian flow, the critical Reynolds’ Number approach
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described in detail by Quinn et al. (2011b).

2.4 Borehole dilution test analysis

The Darcy flux, introduced by Henry Darcy based on flow experiments conducted on

sand filters in Dijon, France in 1856, is the measure of the flow rate (Q) per unit of filter

area under linear flow conditions (i.e. Q is proportional to the hydraulic gradient):

q = −Kdh

dx
(2.2)

Q = −Kdh

dx
A (2.3)

where q is the groundwater flux, K is the hydraulic conductivity, A is the cross-sectional

flow area, and dh/dx is the hydraulic gradient.

In borehole dilution tests, the groundwater flux can be estimated through the relation-

ship of the tracer concentration decay under well mixed conditions to the volume of water

entering and leaving the test interval, assuming that the interval volume and cross-sectional

area for flow are well understood (Kaufman and Todd, 1962; Halevy et al., 1967; Drost

et al., 1968; Grisak et al., 1977; Brouyère et al., 2008). The dilution of a tracer in an

interval with constant volume is described by Grisak et al. (1977) as:

dC

dt
= −Aqa

C(t)
V

(2.4)
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where dC/dt is the decrease of tracer concentration with time, C(t) is the tracer concen-

tration as a function of time, A is the cross-sectional area of flow perpendicular to the

borehole, qa is the apparent groundwater flux flowing through the interval, and V is the

volume of the interval in which the dilution is occurring. For an instantaneous tracer in-

jection, and accounting for convergence flow to the open borehole interval, the solution of

Equation 2.4 for the true formation groundwater flux (qf ) is:

qf = − V

αAt
ln
C

C0
(2.5)

where C0 is the tracer initial concentration at t = 0 after injection, and α is a correction

factor to account for flow convergence into the open borehole. For open-hole conditions,

without a screen or gravel pack, α is equal to 2 (Halevy et al., 1967; Drost et al., 1968;

Novakowski et al., 2006), and is used for the analysis in the current study.

The field data is analyzed by plotting ln C/C0 versus t, and fitting a straight line through

the data to determine the slope (m). Multiplying m by V gives the transit flow rate (Qt)

that is equal to the total volume of water flowing in and out of the interval per unit time

(Brouyère et al., 2008):

Qt = −mV (2.6)

Combining Equations 2.5 and 2.6, the true formation groundwater flux, which in this

study is assumed to be equal to v̄f in the fractures considering that the rock matrix present
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low permeability and, therefore, most or all the groundwater flows is restricted to fractures,

is estimated by:

qf = v̄f = Qt

αAf
(2.7)

where Af is the cross-sectional area of the fracture intersection the test interval and it is

estimated by multiplying the equivalent fracture aperture (2b) by the borehole diameter

(D).

The magnitude of qf is directly related to the T of the interval and the local hydraulic

gradient, and any interference in the hydraulic gradient (due to pumping or recharge) re-

sulting in a change of the flux. Designing a test interval with the smallest volume possible

improves qf measurement by decreasing the time required to measure the dilution rate.

Accurate determination of A is important for confidently estimating the qf through the

formation. For tracer dilution tests in fractured rock with low matrix hydraulic conductiv-

ity, A is equal to the sum of all hydraulically active fracture apertures multiplied by the

borehole diameter (Db). As a check on the reasonableness of the v̄ values obtained from

tracer dilution and hydraulic tests, the hydraulic gradient is estimated by combining Equa-

tions 2.1, 2.3 and 2.7 using A from (2b)h values and the measured Qt assuming all fracture

apertures in the interval are the same size:

v̄f = Qt

αAf
= −Kf

dh

dx
(2.8)
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Kf = T

(2b)h
= (2b)2

hρgN

12µ (2.9)

dh

dx
= − Qt

α(2b)hDKf

= − Qt

αDT
(2.10)

To calculate the hydraulic gradient in each fracture aperture visually derived from image

logs, the 2bi are first converted to Ti using Equation 2.1. To determine the flow rate in each

individual image fracture (Qt,i), the measured Qt is distributed proportionally according to

the Ti of each individual image fracture:

Qt,i = QtTi
N∑
i=1

Ti

(2.11)

Estimation of the test volume is also necessary to properly interpret tracer dilution tests.

In this study, the effective volume of the interval is estimated to be 9.76 L by subtracting

from the interval total volume the equipment volume which includes the packer system,

pressure and electrical conductivity sensors, cables, plugs and tubing. The volume of the

equipment was estimated from their dimensions when possible, otherwise from the volume

of water displaced in the laboratory. Validation of the volume is done by comparing the

measured tracer concentration in the interval after complete mixing (C0) with the theoreti-

cal tracer concentration calculated (C0−calc.) using the following equation:
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C0−calc. = CTDSV + CtracerVinj
V + Vinj

(2.12)

where CTDS is the groundwater natural total dissolved solids before the tracer injection,

V is the interval test volume, Ctracer is the tracer solution concentration, and Vinj is the

volume of tracer injected. Practically, if Vinj is much smaller than V , the final volume

(V + Vinj) can be considered equal to the estimated volume. Accurate estimation of the

interval volume is important for all tracer dilution experiments; however, the estimation

of the cross-sectional area of flow affects the calculated groundwater velocity to a greater

degree.

2.5 Test equipment and procedures

The packer system used in this study performs in the same interval without resetting

the packers, four types of hydraulic tests including falling and raising head tests, constant

head step test, and pumping tests (Quinn et al., 2012). For the purpose of determining v̄,

this system, depicted in Figure 2.5, was adapted for efficient performance of both borehole

tracer dilution and hydraulic tests in the same test interval. A potassium bromide solution

(CAS# 7758-02-3) is used as the tracer introduced into the test interval at concentration

ranging from 22,810 to 24,185 mg/L; a concentrated tracer solution was selected to reduce

the total volume injected (34-232 mL) to minimize pressure increase in the test interval

with volume of 9.76 L. A 1.5 m long stainless steel tank (2.54 cm in diameter) is filled
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with tracer solution from a 20 L storage tank. However, once mixed quickly in the test

interval, the tracer concentration is much lower to avoid density effects. For the tracer

injection, the head space of the injection tank is pressurized with nitrogen gas, and a sight

gauge on the tank is used to measure the injection volume. A reel holds 150 m of 6.35

mm diameter high density polyethylene tubing used to connect the outlet of the injection

tank to the test interval. An adjustable check valve (Swagelok model B-4CPA4-3), located

at the injection point in the test interval, is used to stop tracer injection immediately when

the driving pressure is shut off. The tracer is injected at the intake of a submersible mixing

pump (Whale Premium 12V DC), which continuously pumps water from the bottom of the

test interval to a diverter at the top of the interval. Tracer concentration in the interval is

measured using an electrical conductivity sensor (INW model CT2X) that also measures

pressure and temperature and allows data to be viewed in real time. An additional pressure

sensor, a 100 m full scale RBR Solo D with on-board data logging was also installed in the

test interval to obtain higher resolution pressure measurements. The electrical conductivity

sensor was calibrated in the lab at 25 ◦C using potassium bromide solutions and a linear

equation was obtained to relate measured conductivity to the tracer concentration. All data,

except the RBR pressure data, was collected and stored on a CR1000x Campbell Scientific

datalogger at the surface.

Selective packer testing (1.5 m test interval) was conducted in the borehole based on

data previously collected including image logs and FLUTe transmissivity profiling (FLUTe

T ) (Keller et al., 2014) to identify potential intervals for tracer dilution tests. In each
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interval multiple rising and falling head slug tests at different initial displacements and

a constant head step test were conducted using the procedures described by Quinn et al.

(2013); all hydraulic tests were analyzed using the Hvorslev method for slug tests and the

Thiem method for the constant head step tests using 30 m for the radius of influence (Quinn

et al., 2011b).

All surrounding boreholes in the research borehole cluster were sealed with an im-

permeable liner to minimize cross connection between holes and keep the flow system as

natural as possible for the dilution tests. After completion of the 1.5 m packer tests, the

packer system was removed from the borehole. At the depths where moderate to high

transmissivity was measured, the 1.1 m dilution apparatus, the shortest interval possible

due to the electrical-conductivity sensor length, was re-deployed. Hydraulic tests were re-

peated in the 1.1 m intervals for comparison to the 1.5 m long tests conducted previously.

Prior to each dilution test, the mixing pump was turned on and allowed to run for a few

minutes before injecting the tracer, and maintained at a constant voltage throughout the test

to ensure continuous mixing. Through a trial and error procedure the check valve was set

to open using 25 psi driving pressure. For each dilution test the tracer was injected until

a measurable change in electrical conductivity was observed. The volume of the tracer

injection was noted from the sight gauge.
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2.6 Hydrogeologic characteristics of the study site

The study site, depicted in Figure 2.6, consists of a cluster of boreholes installed for

research purposes by the G360 Institute for Groundwater Research on the campus of the

University of Guelph (Fomenko, 2015); there are nine bedrock coreholes through 12 m

thick overburden into the Silurian-aged dolostone bedrock (six vertical, and three inclined),

all with a vertical depth of 73 m. The dolostone is highly fractured with presence of karst

features and buried valleys (Cole et al., 2009; Steelman et al., 2017). All boreholes were

drilled a few meters into a shale formation at the base of the aquifer at 71 m below ground

surface (m bgs) considered to be a regional aquitard (Brunton, 2009). The site is located

on a relatively flat plane with an elevation of 330 m above sea level (m asl), and the land

surface gradually slopes toward the Eramosa River 280 m to the north at elevation of 307

m asl. The open hole blended hydraulic head in the boreholes is approximately 312 m asl

indicating that the groundwater likely flows toward the river; the linear hydraulic gradient

is approximately 0.018. The data presented in this study was collected in the center vertical

borehole (GDC-5), which is cased with a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe to the depth of 13.5

m bgs, and a 0.127 m diameter borehole is open to 73 m bgs. Continuous rock core (0.085

m in diameter) was collected during drilling and examined for lithology and fractures.

Matrix porosity measured on 24 samples of the rock core ranged from 1 to 10 %. The

matrix hydraulic conductivity measured on 20 rock core samples collected from a nearby

borehole varied from 2 × 10−7 to 2 × 10−11 m/s (Kennel, 2008). Borehole geophysics,

including natural gamma, the image logs (acoustic and optical televiewer) were collected
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in the borehole by Fomenko (2015).

2.7 Results and discussions

2.7.1 Hydraulic tests and equivalent fracture aperture determination

Based on data previously collected as shown in Figure 2.7, sixteen 1.5 m intervals and

seven 1.1 m intervals were selected for straddle-packer hydraulic testing, and the results are

listed in Table 2.1. The 1.1 m intervals were also subject of tracer dilution tests. Overall, the

total transmissivity (T ) from hydraulic tests using 1.1 and 1.5 m straddle packer intervals

agree well with the range of T values for similar length intervals from FLUTe profiling;

FLUTe T is 11 % less than the packer T . However, there are differences in the depth

discrete T values between the two methods. For example, the FLUTe T values at the top

of the hole, from 18 to 23 m bgs, are much larger than the straddle packer values. This

is reasonable because this is at the beginning of the profile and the velocity of the liner

is largest and likely within the transient period of the profile (Keller et al., 2014). Also,

the FLUTe T values from 23 to 28 m bgs are uncertain because the raw velocity data and

the monotonic fit do not agree well. Figure 2.7 shows a 3.5 m hydraulic head drop at 36

m bgs in borehole GDC-5 indicating reduced vertical hydraulic conductivity across this

depth (Meyer et al., 2014). Large head changes could be one of the reasons for the non-

idealities observed in the FLUTe profiling (Quinn et al., 2015). Additionally, local borehole

diameter enlargement caused by dissolution features or break-outs can affect the measured
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liner descent velocity and consequently the T estimation (Keller et al., 2014), which may

have occurred in borehole GDC-5 around 35 m bgs (see Figure 2.7).

In general, the straddle packer T values from rising and falling head slug tests with

small initial displacement (<0.20 m) agree well with the constant head step T values in-

dicating Darcian conditions, thereby increasing confidence in the T values (Quinn et al.,

2013). In some cases, the T value determined from the shorter 1.1 m test intervals are

larger than the T values from the 1.5 m intervals at similar depths, which may be related to

a stronger bias due to short circuiting in vertical fractures to the open hole segments above

and below the test intervals. The final T values applied to the tracer dilution test intervals

were estimated based on the results of all hydraulic tests conducted.

Table 2.2 shows effective cross-sectional flow areas for each borehole dilution test in-

terval based on the equivalent hydraulic and image apertures. In the critical Reynolds’

Number (Rec) method (Quinn et al., 2011b), the hydraulic aperture, assuming one equiv-

alent fracture, is plotted versus the critical Reynolds’ Number, and a power law function

(Axn) is applied to the data. The correlation is improved by interactively changing the

number of fractures for each individual test interval. The result of this analysis is shown in

Figure 2.8 and the final number of fractures on Table 2.2. The number of fractures in each

interval obtained using the Rec method vary from 1 to 1.85, which is usually smaller than

the number observed on image logs or along the core. This is expected because the number

of fractures from image logs and core do not indicate whether the identified fractures are

hydraulically active.
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As the number of hydraulically active fractures increases from a single fracture to max-

imum the number of fractures possible (observed in the core), the hydraulic aperture de-

creases due to frictional losses caused by the short distances between the fracture walls;

however, the total flow area (the sum of all apertures times the borehole diameter) increases

because of the greater number of fractures. The results show that the image apertures (500-

25,000 µm), measured from optical and acoustic logs, are consistently much larger than the

hydraulic apertures (245-848 µm, assuming number of fracture equal to one); it is common

that fractures intersecting the borehole wall can be enlarged in the drilling process. It is also

important to realize that, image apertures only represent the opening at the borehole wall

and therefore do not reflect characteristics of the fracture opening away from the borehole

as is the case for hydraulic apertures.

2.7.2 Tracer dilution tests

Dilution tests were performed in seven intervals (1.1 m long) in borehole GDC-5, which

were selected based on the packer testing results. Table 2.1 shows that these intervals

account for the majority of the borehole T (93 %). The natural background electrical

conductivity (EC) varied from 609 to 988 µS/cm corresponding to 580 to 830 mg/L of

total dissolved solids using the calibration factor determined in the laboratory. The volume

of tracer solution (23.5 g/L of potassium bromide) injected varied from 0.034 to 0.232 L,

enough to increase the total dissolved solids concentration from 100 to 500 mg/L above

background total dissolved solid concentration which varies from 690 to 988 mg/L (Table
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2.3).

Although the tracer dilution method assumes an instantaneous tracer injection, in this

study the injection duration ranged between 1 to 15 min depending on the concentration

change desired in the testing interval for a total test duration up to 30 h. If the injection

of tracer is not instantaneous, Brouyère et al. (2008) propose an analytical solution that

can be applied to estimate groundwater velocity; however, for this solution to be valid,

the injection flow rate must be constant and smaller than the flow rate passing through the

interval, the transit flow rate (Qt). In the current study, the injection flow rate was mea-

sured by timing the drop of the tracer solution level in the tracer injection tank using a sight

gauge, varying from 0.005 to 0.05 L/min, and because this flow rate range is larger than the

estimated transit flow rates the tracer injection analytical solution could not be used to esti-

mate the groundwater flux. Therefore, all the data analyzed here are determined using the

standard analytical solution using the period after the injection has stopped and the tracer

concentrations decreases continuously with time according to the volume of groundwater

entering and leaving the test interval.

Figures 2.9 and 2.10 show the results of dilution tests conducted in two test intervals

(13A and 7B, respectively) illustrating the four periods of each test: 1) prior to tracer injec-

tion when the natural groundwater EC is measured, 2) tracer injection in the test interval,

3) mixing period characterized by a fast drop in tracer concentration, and 4) tracer dilu-

tion period characterized by an exponential decrease of tracer concentration. The T values

of interval 13A (4 × 10−4 m2/s) and interval 7B (1.3 × 10−5 m2/s) vary over one order
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of magnitude and the dilution rates differ to a greater degree. Interval 13A has complete

tracer dilution within 1 h while interval 7B has only 13 % of the tracer diluted in 30 h.

The hydraulic pressure was monitored during all tests. The hydraulic head intermittently

dropped up to approximately 0.10 m depending on the testing interval and it was caused

by the pumping of a nearby water supply well as can be observed in Figure 2.10. In this

figure, a larger drop ( 0.07 m) in hydraulic pressure shown around 13 h into the tracer test,

occurred overnight, and was likely caused by an unknown nearby pumping well.

Only data from the last period of the tracer dilution test, when the tracer concentra-

tion exponentially decreases with time, is used for interpretation, and all the results are

presented in Table 2.3. Using Equation 2.6 the Qt across the test interval was determined

for each test. The largest uncertainty in this estimation is the test volume due to borehole

cavities or breakout zones and estimating the volume of the test apparatus. Therefore, to

validate the interval volume estimation, the total dissolved solids concentration, after the

tracer injection and complete mixing, was compared to theoretical values calculated using

equation 2.12. The maximum differences between measured and idealized concentration

is 18 % and most are under 10 % illustrating that the test volume estimation is reasonable.

This study neglects the tracer mass loss by diffusion into the rock matrix. Using tracer di-

lution test performed in the interval 7B, the estimated mass loss by matrix diffusion using

a one-dimension solution (Crank, 1975) is expected to be less than 10 % mainly due to the

low rock matrix porosity of the dolostone which vary from 1 to 10 %. In rock types with

higher porosity, matrix diffusion would likely be significant as demonstrated by Bernstein
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et al. (2007).

Figure 2.11 shows that the tracer concentration in the test conducted in interval 4B (T

equal to 9.3 × 10−5 m2/s) increased for a short period while the pump was on. This could

be due to reversal of the hydraulic gradient towards the university campus water supply

well, which is located 320 m up-gradient from the testing borehole. This pulls the tracer

back into the interval (Figure 2.6). After the pump turns off, the concentration returns to the

original decreasing trend. The general trend of tracer dilution does not seem to be affected

by the intermittent pumping; however, it demonstrates the strong sensitivity of the system

to changes in the local hydraulic gradient.

Table 2.4 shows the results of the dilution tests including the natural gradient flow rate

through each interval (Qf ) and the estimated groundwater velocity (v̄) in the fractures using

cross-sectional flow areas based on hydraulic apertures and the image aperture. Ground-

water velocity based on hydraulic apertures in interval 4B vary from 107 to 223 m/day,

illustrating the sensitivity of the effective cross-sectional flow area to the number of frac-

tures. The total area for flow increases with larger number of hydraulically active fractures

resulting in smaller values of v̄. Groundwater velocity calculated using the image aper-

ture resulted in the lowest v̄ values, which for interval 4B is 21.2 m/day. In general, the v̄

values agree with reported values for the local fractured dolostone. The average ground-

water velocity based on hydraulic gradient and T using Darcy’s law is estimated to be 10

m/day (Burns, 2005) and 2.8 m/day (Belan, 2010), and based on heat tracer tests 4 m/day

(Burns, 2005). In another study in the local aquifer, v̄ values of 2.3 and 5.0 m/day were
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obtained based on the geometric and arithmetic mean of K derived from hydraulic tests in

1.5 m-intervals and a fixed hydraulic gradient of 0.01 (Quinn et al., 2011b). Tracer dilution

experiments performed at another site in southern Ontario with similar geological setting

obtained groundwater velocity values from 2 to 388 m/day (Novakowski et al., 2006).

An assessment of the reasonableness of the image apertures was performed by estimat-

ing the hydraulic gradient usingQt obtained from tracer dilution tests and fracture apertures

derived from hydraulic tests and from image logs based on Equation 2.10. The largest rea-

sonable gradient at the study site is determined by the groundwater elevation difference to a

nearby river rationalizing that the gradient in the shallow zone near the water table may be

similar to the difference in head between the site and the river (approximately 0.018). Most

intervals tested present hydraulic gradients close or below this value when calculated using

hydraulic apertures. Interval 13A has the largest gradient of 0.29, a value that is unreason-

able high for the study site condition indicating that some factor such as local heterogeneity

of the hydraulic conductivity distribution may be enhancing the flux measurements in this

interval. Hydraulic gradients estimated from v̄ interpreted using image apertures are much

smaller than those obtained using hydraulic apertures, indicating an overestimation of the

fracture apertures based on image logs; larger flow areas require a smaller hydraulic gradi-

ent to transmit the same volume of water because of reduced friction losses.

As previously described by Quinn et al. (2012), uncertainty exists in each test interval

that is isolated from the open hole using straddle packers regarding the degree of connec-

tion of the test interval to the open hole. Under ideal conditions where vertical connectivity
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is low (Kh >> Kv) the packers seal off all connections between the test interval and the

open hole above and below. However, in a highly fractured network with both horizontal

and vertical fractures, as is the case for the local dolostone aquifer, there is potential of

short-circuiting between the test interval to the open hole through the fracture network in

the rock formation. Head values measured during the tracer dilution tests in interval 13A

were examined to assess if the hydraulic head differences could be responsible for the large

v̄ measured (Figure 2.12). The measured head in the open hole above the test interval was

3.59 m larger than in the test interval, and the head below was 1.67 m larger. During the

hydraulic tests, especially for raising and falling head tests, variations in pressure were

measured in the above and lower intervals. Therefore, if either of these zones were con-

nected to test interval 13A, the head measured during the tracer dilution test would be larger

than the ambient head due to flow from the open segments. This would cause the tracer

dilution test in this interval to be under forced gradient conditions thereby increasing the

measured v̄. This shows the limitation of tests performed in intervals isolated by straddle

packers where only a short length of the borehole is sealed allowing short-circuiting effects

depending on the vertical connectivity of the fracture network.

2.8 Conclusions

This paper presents ambient (natural gradient) groundwater v̄ in fractures estimated in

short (1.1 m) test intervals isolated by straddle packers in bedrock boreholes. Based on
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an efficient combination of tracer dilution tests complemented by hydraulic tests in the

same interval, the ambient groundwater flow rate across the testing interval was measured

from the tracer dilution tests, and subsequent hydraulic tests in the same interval provide

a range of possible fracture aperture values and effective porosity necessary to calculate v̄.

The largest values of v̄ in the range between 16 to 12,000 m/day were obtained when one

equivalent fracture was assumed in the interval. When the maximum possible number of

fractures is used the v̄ range is 8 to 2,000 m/day. If fracture apertures measured on image

logs are used to estimate v̄, much smaller values are obtained, between 0.5 to 300 m/day.

The smaller end of the image log v̄ values are considered to be unreasonably small.

The rate of tracer dilution with time showed good sensitivity to the effects of a nearby

water supply well that cycled on and off. The hydraulic head variations at this borehole

caused by the pumping well were small, and therefore, the strong sensitivity of the dilution

response is encouraging.

An assessment of the accuracy of the cross-sectional flow areas calculated from hy-

draulic and image apertures was conducted by calculating the hydraulic gradient using

Darcy’s law, and based on K derived from hydraulic aperture, and v̄ from tracer dilution

tests. The results show unreasonably low hydraulic gradient values expected for the local

hydrogeological setting when derived from image apertures (fractures too large to maintain

the observed hydraulic conditions), while the calculated gradients using the hydraulic aper-

tures are in much better agreement with expected gradients and the hydraulic conditions.

Numerical models are available to simulate groundwater flow and transport in fractured
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rock networks based on discrete fracture parameters inputs, but measured parameters are

rare. These models provide simulated spatial output distribution of v̄ in all fractures in the

network. The v̄ measurements provided by the dual test system presented in this study may

serve to inform and validate such flow simulations.

2.9 Tables and figures
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Table 2.1: Summary of hydraulic test results including FLUTe T and packer T with 1.5 and 1.1 m long intervals. The FLUTe T value for
the entire hole agrees well with the sum of the 1.5 m interval tests; however, FLUTe T profiling seems to overestimate the shallow T values
(< 22 m bgs). The packer T values for the smaller intervals (1.1 m) are typically larger than the 1.5 m intervals, most likely due to greater
short-circuiting; the final T values used to estimate hydraulic apertures are based on all the T values available.

1.5 m long interval 1.1 m long interval

Interval ID
Interval [m bgs] T [m2/s]

Interval ID
Interval [m bgs] T [m2/s]

Top Bottom FLUTe T Packer T Final T Top Bottom FLUTe T Packer T Final T

16 17.62 19.14 3.8× 10−3 1.3× 10−7 1.3× 10−7

15 19.14 20.67 1.6× 10−3 1.4× 10−7 1.4× 10−7

14 20.67 22.19 2.3× 10−5 2.1× 10−7 2.1× 10−7

13 22.19 23.71 5.2× 10−4 4.0× 10−4 4.0× 10−4 13A 22.19 23.26 5.2× 10−4 8.2× 10−4 4.0× 10−4

12 23.71 25.24 0 5.0× 10−8 5.0× 10−8

11 25.24 26.76 0 7.5× 10−7 7.5× 10−7

10 26.76 28.29 2.3× 10−6 1.5× 10−6 1.5× 10−6

9 28.29 29.81 3.7× 10−6 1.1× 10−8 1.1× 10−8

8 29.81 31.33 2.2× 10−6 6.3× 10−8 6.3× 10−8

7 31.33 32.86 1.3× 10−5 5.5× 10−5 1.3× 10−5 7B 31.09 32.16 1.3× 10−5 1.2× 10−4 1.3× 10−5

6 32.86 34.38 0 5.8× 10−6 5.8× 10−6

5 34.38 35.91 1.7× 10−7 5.0× 10−6 5.0× 10−6 5A 34.23 35.3 1.7× 10−5 1.2× 10−5 1.2× 10−5

4 35.91 37.43 1.0× 10−4 1.4× 10−4 1.0× 10−4 4B 35.51 36.58 9.3× 10−5 2.2× 10−4 9.3× 10−5

4A 36.73 37.8 9.0× 10−6 1.0× 10−4 9.0× 10−6

3 37.43 38.95 2.4× 10−5 5.0× 10−8 5.0× 10−8

2 45.05 46.57 1.1× 10−6 2.2× 10−6 2.2× 10−6

1 52.06 53.58 1.5× 10−5 8.5× 10−5 1.5× 10−5 1A 51.97 53.04 9.7× 10−6 3.1× 10−5 1.5× 10−5

1S 53.58 73.6 2.0× 10−5 8.7× 10−5 2.0× 10−5 17A 57.33 58.4 8.1× 10−6 1.3× 10−4 1.3× 10−4

Borehole 17.62 73.6 7.0× 10−4 7.9× 10−4 6.1× 10−4 6.7× 10−4 1.6× 10−3 6.8× 10−4
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Table 2.2: Hydraulic apertures based on T values for the selected intervals in borehole GDC-5 determined assuming one fracture, the
number of fractures derived from the critical Reynolds’ Number (Rec) approach, number of fractures identified on image logs and during
core inspection. The total flow area is calculated from the number of fractures (N ) multiplied by the individual aperture (2b) and the
borehole diameter (Db=0.127 m).

ID T [m2/s]

Number of fractures Hydraulic aperture Image

Rec Image Core

One Rec Image Core aperture

2b Area 2b Area 2b Area 2b Area 2b Area
[µm] [mm2] [µm] [mm2] [µm] [mm2] [µm] [mm2] [µm] [mm2]

13A 4.0× 10−4 1.85 7 12 1 × 848 108.0 1.85 × 691 87.8 7 × 443 56.4 12 × 370 47.1

500

3960.0

1200
1500
1000
500

25000
1500

7B 1.3× 10−5 1.5 2 3 1 × 271 55.6 1.5 × 237 48.6 2 × 215 44.1 3 × 188 38.6
2000

1140.07000

5A 5.0× 10−6 1.55 4 5 1 × 263 33.4 1.55 × 227 28.9 4 × 165 21.0 5 × 153 19.5

1000

762.0

500
1000
2000
1500

4B 6.4× 10−5 1.45 3 3 1 × 521 66.2 1.45 × 460 58.5 3 × 361 45.9 3 × 361 45.9

500

699.01000
4000

4A 3.1× 10−5 1 2 3 1 × 239 30.4 1 × 239 30.4 2 × 190 24.1 3 × 166 21.1
1000

381.02000

1A 1.5× 10−5 1 1 2 1 × 245 31.1 1 × 245 31.1 1 × 245 31.1 2 × 194 24.7 1500 191.0

17A 2.0× 10−5 1.25 2 3 1 × 583 74.1 1.25 × 541 68.8 2 × 463 58.8 3 × 404 51.4 1000 127.0
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Table 2.3: Specifics of the tracer dilution tests conducted in borehole GDC-5. The groundwater electrical-conductivity (EC) was constantly
monitored in the test interval, and converted to total dissolved solids (TDS). The natural groundwater TDS was monitored before a known
volume (Vinj) of tracer solution, potassium bromide (KBr) with concentration (Ctracer) was injected in the interval thereby increasing the
TDS. As a check on the test interval volume estimation used in the calculations, the calculated concentration (C0−calc.) is compared with
the measured concentration (C0) after complete mixing. At the end of the test, the final concentration (Cend) shows the degree of tracer
dilution. The interpreted Qt across the test interval is based on the rate of tracer dilution and the estimated interval volume (9.76 L).

ID
Test

Groundwater
Ctracer

Tracer dilution test

EC TDS Vol. inj. C0 C0−calc. Diff. Duration Cend Dilution Qt

ID [µS/cm] [mg/L] [mg/L] [mL] [mg/L] [mg/L] [%] [h] [mg/L] [%] [m3/s]

13A 1 978 822 22810 57 955 950 1 0.6 824 98 2.98× 10−5

13A 2 979 822 22810 102 988 1050 -6 0.6 823 99 2.97× 10−5

13A 3 981 824 22810 156 1042 1170 -11 0.7 824 100 3.06× 10−5

13A 4 981 824 22810 57 978 952 3 0.9 828 97 2.88× 10−5

13A 5 986 828 22810 107 1149 1066 8 1.1 834 98 3.32× 10−5

13A 6 987 829 22810 158 1385 1178 18 1.1 828 100 3.5× 10−5

13A 7 988 830 22810 232 1558 1340 16 1 858 96 2.64× 10−5

7B 1 860 722 23681 131 1058 1027 3 30.6 1016 13 1.25× 10−8

5A 1 788 662 24182 97 997 894 12 11.1 956 12 3.22× 10−8

4B 1 690 580 23681 37 656 667 -2 7.1 617 52 2.97× 10−7

4B 2 779 654 23681 39 766 745 3 4.4 712 48 3.88× 10−7

4A 1 842 707 24182 105 1040 957 9 11 1030 3 1.27× 10−8

4A 2 830 697 24182 96 1000 925 8 6.9 978 7 2.85× 10−8

1A 1 887 745 23681 40 868 839 3 23.6 839 23 3.41× 10−8

17A 1 905 760 24182 34 790 841 -6 3.6 787 9 4.36× 10−8

17A 2 923 775 24182 79 921 963 -4 3.1 901 14 1.32× 10−7
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Table 2.4: Summary of groundwater velocities and calculated hydraulic gradients from borehole tracer tests performed in borehole GDC-5
considering cross-sectional flow areas derived from hydraulic and image apertures. The v̄ are calculated by dividing Qf by the test interval
total cross-sectional flow area (A). In general, the groundwater velocity decreases as the individual fracture apertures decreases because
of greater frictional losses. Calculated hydraulic gradients when compared with expected or measured gradients could give insights on the
appropriate selection of fracture aperture to calculate cross-sectional flow area.

ID T [m2/s] N. tests Qf [L/day]

Groundwater velocity (v̄) based on: [m/day] Hydraulic gradient [-]

Hydraulic apertures Image Hydraulic Image

Single Rec Image Core aperture aperture aperture

13A 4.0× 10−4 7 1317.93 12225.7 8112.6 3341 2332.5 332.6 0.2985 0.0000117
7B 1.3× 10−5 1 0.54 15.6 11.9 9.8 7.5 0.5 0.0037 0.0000002
5A 1.2× 10−5 1 1.39 41.7 31.1 16.5 14.2 1.8 0.0106 0.0000143
4B 9.3× 10−5 2 14.8 223.5 174.4 107.4 107.4 21.2 0.0145 0.0000315
4A 9.0× 10−6 2 0.89 29.3 29.3 18.4 14.1 2.3 0.0090 0.0000137
1A 1.5× 10−5 1 1.47 47.3 47.3 47.3 29.8 7.7 0.0139 0.0000604

17A 1.3× 10−4 2 3.79 51.2 44.1 32.3 24.6 29.9 0.0026 0.000525642



Data collected in selected borehole intervals isolated by straddle packers
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Figure 2.1: Dual test approach to estimate v̄ in fractured rock by combining hydraulic and tracer
dilution tests in intervals isolated by straddle packers. A range of possible apertures are used to
calculate the cross-sectional flow area to estimate fracture groundwater velocities. The accuracy of
the cross-sectional flow areas is assessed by calculating the hydraulic gradient and comparing with
measured or reasonably expected gradient values.
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Figure 2.2: Conceptualization of borehole tracer dilution tests in interval isolated by straddle pack-
ers. A) Plan view of a tracer dilution test in a borehole interval showing groundwater flowing in
a planar fractures at a v̄ equal to the Darcy flux (qf ). The flow rate (Qt) crossing the test interval
and responsible to dilute the tracer is artificially increased due to the convergence effect which is
corrected by the correction factor α. B) Vertical cross section of a test interval intercepting three
fractures. The tracer is constantly mixed and the groundwater flow through the fractures carries the
tracer away decreasing the tracer concentration in the interval. The rate of tracer dilution is propor-
tional to the groundwater flow rate entering and leaving the test interval, and the v̄ can be estimated
by dividing the measured Qt by α and by the cross-sectional flow area (A).
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Figure 2.3: A) Conceptualization of a variable aperture fracture that can be closed in some loca-
tions. B) Exposed fracture surface in plan view showing open hydraulically active regions (white)
and closed aperture regions (no flow) (grey). C) Curvi-linear cross-section through the open, active
flow region fracture plane. D) Straight cross-section where open and closed regions of fracture plane
are shown. Examples of how three different position of a borehole intersecting a fracture result in
different fracture exposure at the borehole wall.
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Figure 2.4: Conceptualization of forced gradient flow from a hydraulic test into the fracture net-
work. Fractures can be identified and apertures measured based on images of the borehole wall. But
these values are uncertain because fracture aperture varies with distance, and fractures observed at
the borehole wall might have been enlarged during the drilling process. Even though large fractures
are present near the borehole, in a hydraulic test, the flow is governed by the smallest apertures in
the flow path, potentially resulting in hydraulic apertures that are smaller than the aperture derived
from image logs.
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Figure 2.5: Caption in the next page.
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Caption of Figure 2.5. Dual test packer system to estimate fracture groundwater velocity. A) At

the surface, the tracer reservoir is used to refill the injection tank which head space is pressurized

by compressed nitrogen. A DC power supply controls the submersible pump located in the test

interval. A Campbell Scientific datalogger collects and stores all electronic data, so real time data

can be visualized during the tests. B) The testing interval is isolated by straddle packers creating

a 1.1 m long interval. Pressure transducers installed above and below the test interval monitor for

hydraulic pressure to detect short circuiting to the open intervals. C) In the testing interval, sensors

monitor pressure, groundwater electrical conductivity, and temperature. D) Constant mixing is

performed by pumping water from the bottom of the test interval to the top using a submersible 12

V DC pump.
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Figure 2.6: The research borehole cluster located at the University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario,
Canada. Straddle packer hydraulic and tracer dilution tests were performed in borehole GDC-5.
The surrounding boreholes were sealed with flexible and impermeable borehole liners during the
tests. The borehole cluster is at an elevation of 330 m asl and groundwater flows in the direction
of the Eramosa River located 280 m away and 23 m of elevation lower. A university supply well,
located at the Hilton Centre 320 m from borehole GDC-5, influences the hydraulic head at the study
site when in operation.
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Figure 2.7: Borehole GDC-5 dataset showing from left to right: stratigraphy (formations and mem-
bers), core fractures, natural gamma, optical and acoustic (amplitude) image logs, virtual caliper
from acoustic travel time, fractures observed on image logs, raw FLUTe T profile, hydraulic head
profile, and packer T profiles in selected 1.5 m and 1.1 m intervals. Tracer dilution tests were
performed in the 1.1 m intervals.
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Figure 2.8: Correlation between critical Reynolds’ number and hydraulic aperture assuming: A)
one fracture in each test interval, and B) using the critical Reynolds’ Number to support the choice
of fracture numbers.
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Figure 2.9: Tracer dilution test in interval 13A, test number 3, in borehole GDC-5. A) Tracer
concentration versus time in the test interval (blue line), the data used for interpretation (red line),
and hydraulic pressure in the interval (grey line). A1) Before the injection the groundwater natural
TDS is measured for a few minutes; A2) during the tracer injection the interval is constantly mixed;
A3) a mixing period follows the end of tracer injection; and A4) tracer dilution occurs due to
groundwater flowing across the test interval. B) Tracer dilution test interpretation based on the
slope of the log of tracer concentration versus time.
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Figure 2.10: Tracer dilution test in interval 7B, borehole GDC-5. A) Tracer concentration along
time (blue line) with data used for interpretation highlighted (red line), and hydraulic pressure in the
interval (grey line). B) Detail of the early data. C) Tracer dilution test interpretation. The frequent
pressure variation is caused by pumping of the supply well located 320 m from the borehole GDC-
5. The large pressure drop around 13 h into the test is caused by a second pump which location is
unknown.
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Figure 2.11: Detail of tracer dilution test in interval 4B in borehole GDC-5 showing the increase
in tracer concentration in the test interval every time the pump turns on indicated by the sharp drop
in pressure head. The change in the tracer dilution rate shows the sensitivity of the system to detect
variation of the hydraulic gradient.
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Figure 2.12: Conceptualization of short-circuiting flow through the fracture network due to hy-
draulic head differences between the test interval and the above and below open intervals observed
in the test interval 13A in borehole GDC-5. The vertical hydraulic gradient combined with the test
interval transmissivity equal almost 50 % of the T of the entire borehole suggesting that this interval
behaves as a drain in this condition, therefore the large groundwater velocity measured is due to an
artificial hydraulic gradient created by short-circuiting from the open hole to the test interval.
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Chapter 3

Volumetric groundwater flow estimation

in discrete fractures using active DTS

thermal response tests in sealed

boreholes

3.1 Abstract

Estimation of volumetric groundwater flow rates in discrete fractures intersecting bedrock

boreholes under natural gradient conditions is a fundamental component of hydrogeolog-

ical site characterization. This is a challenging task, due to the abundance and spatial

irregularity of fractures, requiring intense field data collection along boreholes. Recent ad-
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vances in thermal response tests in temporarily sealed boreholes include active distributed

temperature sensing (A-DTS), which delivers a detailed spatial and temporal temperature

response along a borehole due to uniform heating. This provides the potential for improved

and simultaneous quantification of flow rates under ambient conditions in multiple individ-

ual fractures along boreholes. The present study advances the A-DTS method by obtaining

a detailed profile of apparent thermal conductivity, which combines the rock thermal con-

ductivity and the effect of groundwater flow and by accounting for the asymmetrical radial

heat transfer caused by the stagnant water column inside the borehole liner. The apparent

thermal conductivity profiles derived from A-DTS match the laboratory rock thermal con-

ductivity values independently measured on intact rock core samples. Localized values of

apparent thermal conductivity are increased in relation to the expected rock matrix ther-

mal conductivity baseline, which is attributed to forced convective heat transfer at fracture

intersections conveying ambient groundwater flow. An empirical relationship between en-

hanced heat dissipation and groundwater flow rates is determined using a numerical model

simulating groundwater flow and heat transport for a single idealized fracture in a homo-

geneous porous rock with negligible matrix hydraulic conductivity. The application of this

relationship to field data allows efficient identification of the location of hydraulically ac-

tive fractures and estimation of ambient groundwater flow rates in depth-discrete intervals

along the entire borehole.
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3.2 Introduction

The utility of heat as a hydrogeological tracer has long been recognized and has gained

importance for the understanding of groundwater flow and contaminant transport processes

(Anderson, 2005; Saar, 2011). Temperature profiles obtained by trolling temperature sen-

sors along open boreholes in fractured bedrock were initially used to identify fractures with

water inflow and outflow from the hole under ambient condition. This was achieved by ac-

quiring successive temperature profiles at different times, generally in different seasons

(Figure 3.1) (Trainer, 1968; Mansure and Reiter, 1979; Drury et al., 1984; Drury, 1984;

Drogue, 1985; Bidaux and Drogue, 1993; Barton et al., 1995; Malard and Chapuis, 1995;

Ge, 1998; Corcho Alvarado et al., 2009). Another method involves cross-hole fracture

assessment of connectivity by extracting or injecting water in one borehole and monitor-

ing the temperature change in adjacent boreholes (Silliman and Robinson, 1989; Robinson

et al., 1993; Chatelier et al., 2011). An advanced method to interpret trolling tempera-

ture profiles in open boreholes uses inversion techniques to determine fracture hydraulic

head, transmissivity, and their connectivity with nearby boreholes in cross-hole pumping

conditions (Klepikova et al., 2011, 2014).

However, temperature measurements by trolling probes are limited to acquire data at

one depth location per time, and full borehole temperature profiles can take hours depend-

ing on total depth. By the time the probe gets to the bottom of the hole the test conditions

might have changed compared to when the probe was at the top of hole. Even very slow

probe displacements may create water movement inside the borehole, which can disturb the
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ambient temperature distribution. Further disturbances may occur due to the probe acting

as a heat source or sink, while it is not in complete thermal equilibrium with the borehole

water column.

Recent advancements in fiber-optic distributed temperature sensing (DTS) allow quasi-

continuous measurements of temperature depth profiles at resolutions as low as 0.01 ◦C.

Using a stationary cable installed in the borehole a spatial resolution as low as 0.3 m may

be achieved with full temperature-depth profiles recorded as rapidly as every second (Selker

et al., 2006; Tyler et al., 2009; Bense et al., 2016). Despite the lower precision of temper-

ature measurement than provided by high end point probes, DTS offers the advantage of

spatio-temporally continuous temperature measurements in the water column without any

disturbances due to movement. It can also be installed in conditions inaccessible to temper-

ature probes, such as behind borehole casings, along with ground heat exchange systems,

or simply grouted in the borehole (Macfarlane et al., 2002; Henninges et al., 2005; Luo

et al., 2015). Moreover, identification of active fractures in ambient flow condition is much

improved when the water column in the borehole is subjected to a rapid heating episode.

DTS can monitor the heat movement and rate of heat dilution due to vertical flow inside

an open borehole. This can be used for determining locations of active fractures and water

flow rates in the borehole (Hurtig et al., 1994; Sakaguchi and Matsushima, 2000; Yamano

and Goto, 2005; Freifeld et al., 2008; Leaf et al., 2012; Banks et al., 2014; Read et al.,

2014, 2015; Sellwood et al., 2015a,b).

Measurements representative of the natural groundwater flow system are fundamental
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to properly determine contaminant transport and fate. Temperature profiles from open bore-

holes are influenced by cross-connected flow usually controlled by the highest transmissiv-

ity fractures, thus masking the flow from low transmissivity fractures. Cross-connected

flow disturbs the natural hydraulic gradient near the borehole; therefore, flow measure-

ments under open hole conditions do not represent the natural groundwater flow (Michalski

and Klepp, 1990; Brassington, 1992; Price and Williams, 1993; Elci et al., 2001; Sterling

et al., 2005; Runkel et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2008; Pehme et al., 2010; Maurice et al.,

2011).

Cross-connected flow can be avoided by using high density drilling mud or by perma-

nently backfilling the borehole with grout in geotechnical applications. In recent ground-

water studies, cross-connected flow in open boreholes was avoided by temporarily sealing

the hole using a flexible and impermeable fabric liner. Using this method, a larger number

of hydraulically-active fractures are detected when compared to open hole conditions by

trolling a sensitive (0.001 ◦C) downhole temperature probe (Pehme et al., 2010). A further

enhancement in the detection of small fractures, as well as the ability to detect fractures in

the homothermic zone (i.e., where groundwater flowing in fractures is in thermal equilib-

rium with the rock matrix), is possible by heating the full stagnant water column inside the

borehole liner using a constant power line source (Greenhouse and Pehme, 2002; Pehme

et al., 2007, 2013, 2014).

DTS advances the technique to detect hydraulically active fractures under ambient con-

ditions by installing a composite DTS cable behind the borehole liner (Coleman et al.,
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2015). Composite DTS cables include optical fibers for temperature measurement and

electrical conductors for heating. Active thermal response tests (active DTS or A-DTS)

can be conducted by heating the full cable length in the borehole and monitoring the ther-

mal response. Combining A-DTS and borehole liners assures continuous contact between

the composite fiber optic cable and the borehole wall. It creates an excellent opportu-

nity for the implementation of analytical and numerical solutions to quantify rock thermal

properties and estimate groundwater flow under natural gradient conditions, which could

not previously be accomplished.

Current methods to estimate groundwater flow in fractured rock are commonly employ

Darcy’s law using many depth discrete measurements of hydraulic conductivity and hy-

draulic gradient, which are challenging to obtain in fractured rock. An alternative method

is based on borehole tracer dilution in short intervals isolated by straddle packers (No-

vakowski et al., 2006; Jamin et al., 2015). In the second chapter of this thesis, a combined

approach using hydraulic and tracer dilution tests in 1.1 m intervals was used to measure

volumetric groundwater flow and to estimate groundwater velocity. These tests were per-

formed in a fractured dolostone borehole (GDC-5) located at the University of Guelph

campus, in Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

The objective of this study is to develop a method for estimating ambient groundwa-

ter flow rates from A-DTS thermal response tests in sealed boreholes, while accounting

for effects of the stagnant water column. The approach is based on field data, laboratory

measurements on core samples, as well as analytical and numerical solutions (Figure 3.2).
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A 3-D numerical flow and heat transport model representing a discrete fractured porous

medium with low matrix permeability is used to reproduce an A-DTS thermal response

test in a sealed borehole. The model domain discretizes the composite fiber optic cable and

the impermeable borehole liner, and uses physical and thermal properties of the particular

rock at the study site. The interpretation of modeling results considers the sensitivity of

the apparent thermal properties to water inside a borehole liner and to groundwater flow

in fractures. The DTS spatial resolution, which is the distance necessary for the DTS to

measure 10 to 90 % of a temperature step change, and the sampling resolution, which is the

length over which each temperature measurement is sampled are also taken into account.

The proposed approach is applied to a field experiment performed in a borehole, where nu-

merous complementary datasets exist for comparison and validation based on core samples,

borehole geophysics, and hydraulic tests. We demonstrate the potential for identifying the

location of hydraulically active fractures, for estimating depth specific apparent thermal

conductivity values of the rock matrix, and for determining the groundwater volumetric

flow rate under ambient conditions.

3.3 Methodology

3.3.1 Field application of A-DTS

As argued above, sealing boreholes with impermeable liners and well coupled, con-

tinuous contact between a fiber optic cable and the borehole wall are necessary to avoid
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hydraulic cross-connection along the borehole and to maximize sensitivity to rock ther-

mal properties and groundwater flow. This is achieved by installing a temporary, flexible

and impermeable urethane coated nylon fabric liner manufactured by Flexible Liner Un-

derground Technologies, LLC (FLUTeTM) over the cable in the borehole. Thus, the liner

pushes the cable against the borehole wall assuring continuous contact between the DTS

cable and the rock (Figure 3.3) (Coleman et al., 2015; Munn et al., 2017). A stagnant water

column is formed inside the borehole liner with a higher hydraulic head than in the forma-

tion. The process of installing a borehole liner disturbs the thermal and hydraulic natural

system, therefore, the liner should be installed a sufficient amount of time before the ther-

mal response test to reestablish thermal and hydraulic equilibrium. At the study site, this

was typically achieved after three to five days.

At the ground surface, the optical fibers are connected to a high resolution ULTIMATM

DTS unit (Silixa Ltd., Elstree, United Kingdom) with a 1.8 km maximum range and spa-

tial, temporal, and temperature resolutions as fine as 29 cm, 1 s, and 0.01 ◦C, respectively,

and the two copper conductors connect to a custom power controller based on a Silicon

Controlled Rectifier (Control Concepts FUSION). The thermal response test consists of

monitoring the borehole natural (background) temperature for at least 30 min before heat-

ing the composite fiber optic cable at a constant power of 7.5 W/m for a minimum of 4 h.

The DTS temperature is calculated using the internal system double-ended calibration rou-

tine. Two external PT100 temperature sensors co-located with 10 m of unheated fiber optic

cable in a well-mixed water bath at ambient temperature are used to refine the temperature
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offset. Measurements along the entire cable length are collected every 2 s; the data is later

converted into 180 s averages to achieve a temperature resolution of 0.03 ◦C. The final data

are reported as temperature differences (in ◦C) above the background temperature recorded

before heating.

3.3.2 Study site hydrogeology

This study was performed in a cluster of boreholes installed for research purposes by

the G360 Institute for Groundwater Research at the University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario,

Canada (Fomenko, 2015; Steelman et al., 2017) (Figure 3.4). The surficial geology is

composed of 12 m thick unconsolidated glacial deposits covering a fractured Silurian age

dolostone aquifer (Brunton, 2009), which serves as the primary water supply source to the

City of Guelph. The current study was conducted in the centre borehole (GDC-5) of the

borehole cluster, composed of six vertical and three angled boreholes, with total vertical

depth approximately 73 m below ground surface (bgs). Borehole GDC-5 is cased with a

PVC pipe to a depth of 14 m bgs, below which the 0.127 m diameter borehole is open

down to 73 m bgs. A continuous rock core was retrieved using a diamond drilling method

with tap water as circulation fluid and the core was described for lithology and fractures.

Numerous horizontal and less frequent subvertical fractures were observed from image logs

and rock cores in all of the boreholes in the cluster. Matrix porosity was measured for 24

samples of the rock core from GDC-5 resulting in values ranging from 0.002 to 0.1. Matrix

hydraulic conductivity was measured for 20 rock core samples collected from a nearby
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borehole at the research facility with values varying from 2 × 10−7 to 2 × 10−11 m/s (Quinn

et al., 2013). These values are much lower than the values obtained from hydraulic field

tests (see Chapter 2), indicating that groundwater flow occurs mostly through fractures and

other permeable features, such as dissolution channels developed along horizontal bedding

planes and high fossil content horizons.

3.3.3 Laboratory rock thermal conductivity measurements

The thermal conductivity analyses of rock cores from borehole GDC-5 were performed

at the Geological Survey of Canada, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, using the divided bar

method (Jessop, 1970, 1990) (Figure 3.5). In total, 24 samples were sub-cored (38 mm

in diameter), and cut to an average thickness of 14 mm. The two sample surfaces were

sanded, to achieve smooth and parallel surfaces for good thermal contact (Macleod, 1997).

A shape correction factor was applied for data interpretation, because the divided bar ap-

paratus diameter (35 mm) was smaller than the sample diameter. Prior to the analyses, the

samples were fully saturated by submerging them in water under vacuum for 12 h and under

atmospheric pressure for additional 12 h. The water used for the saturation was obtained

directly from a supply well at the University of Guelph, which has a similar hydrochemical

composition as the study area. The rock samples were placed between the glass and brass

disks, wrapped with parafilm, and a vertical pressure of 627 kPa was applied.

The rock thermal conductivity is measured by locating the rock sample between two

disks of glass with known thermal conductivities. A constant temperature difference is
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applied across the resulting stack of layers to create a steady heat flow. Temperatures are

monitored at four positions along the heat transfer path with thermocouples installed in

intercalated brass disks of large thermal conductivity. Assuming no lateral heat losses, the

temperature differences are proportional to the thermal resistance of the core test section.

To minimize lateral heat losses, the bar height should be as small as possible compared to

its diameter. The top and bottom temperatures were maintained at 28 ◦C and 18 ◦C, respec-

tively, using a constant temperature water bath and circulators manufactured by Thermo

Scientific NESLAB, model RTE 7. This temperature difference was selected to minimize

lateral heat losses, given an ambient room temperature of 23 ◦C. The four temperature

points were monitored until steady heat flow was achieved after typically 25 min.

The temperature differences and the thermal resistances are related in the divided bar

by

T2

T1 + T3
=

R2
ds

Ks

R1 +R3 + dg

Kg

(3.1)

where T1, T2 and T3 are the temperature differences in zones 1, 2 and 3, respectively, R1,

R2, R3 are the thermal resistances, Kg and Ks are the thermal conductivity of the reference

disks and the sample, ds is the sample thickness and dg the total thickness of the two

reference disks. Equation 3.1 can be simplified to

dg
T2

T1 + T3
= ds

Kg

Ks

+RKg (3.2)
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where

R ∼ R2 − (R1 +R3)dsKg

dgKs

(3.3)

A R value of 1 × 10−4 m2◦C/W was used in the data analysis (Jessop, 1990). If the

rock sample diameter is different than the glass and brass disk diameter, a correction factor

(F ) must be applied to the temperature difference across the sample. If the temperature

difference can be written as

δT = Qhds
Ks

(3.4)

where Qh is the flow of heat through the bar. The corrected temperature difference is give

by

δT = δTm
F

(3.5)

For a rock sample with smaller diameter than the bar, the correction factor is

F = (rg
rs

)2 (3.6)

where rg and rs are the radius of the glass and sample, respectively.

For a sample that is larger than the bar the correction factor is

F = 1−
(16
π2

) ∞∑
n=1

I1
(
nπrg

ds

)
n2 I1

(
nπrg
ds

) [
I1

(
nπrs
ds

)
K1

(
nπrg
ds

)
−K1

(
nπrs
ds

)
I1

(
nπrg
ds

)]
(3.7)

where I1 and K1 are the first-order modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind.
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3.3.4 Heat transfer concepts of A-DTS

Fluid flow enhances heat transfer which is strongly dependent on the fluid properties,

velocity (i.e. turbulent or laminar flow), and the geometry and roughness of the solid sur-

face. Analytical solutions exist for simple cases such as a fully developed laminar flow

in circular pipes. For most other fluid flow problems, the solution is based on experimen-

tal results, and empirical relations are often used. The heat transfer of an A-DTS thermal

response test is complex when one or more hydraulic active fractures intercept the bore-

hole. Assuming that the composite fiber optic cable is well coupled with the borehole wall

and the borehole is sealed with an impermeable liner (Figure 3.6a), the simplest case oc-

curs when the heat is transferred by conduction into the rock matrix without groundwater

advection (Figure 3.6b). This simple heat transfer can be described by Fourier’s law:

J = λr
Tr,1 − Tr,2

L
(3.8)

where J is the heat flux from the composite fiber optic cable (W/m2), λr is the rock thermal

conductivity (W/m◦C), Tr,1 is temperature (◦C) at the heat source, Tr,2 is temperature at a

distance L (m) from the heat source.

The heat transfer is enhanced by convection due to groundwater flow in the fracture,

assuming that the rock matrix has low permeability, and it is conceptualized in Figure 3.6c.

The convective heat transfer is described by Newton’s cooling law:
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J = λa(z)Tr,1(z) − Ts(z)
La(z) = h(z)(Ts(z) − T∞) (3.9)

where λa is the apparent rock thermal conductivity (W/m◦C), Tr,1 is the temperature at the

heat source along the DTS cable, Ts is the temperature at the fracture surface located at a

distance La from the heat source, T∞ is temperature of the fluid sufficiently far from the

fracture surface, and h is the convective heat transfer coefficient along the fracture surface

(W/m◦C).

In A-DTS thermal response tests, convective heat transfer occurs at the surface of

hydraulically-active fractures, and at the cable surface that is directly in contact with water

flowing in the fracture. The actual heat transfer from the cable to the fracture fluid cannot

be resolved because of the small contact area involved (i.e. the fracture aperture), and the

DTS spatial and sampling resolutions. However, it is reasonable to assume that heat from

the cable flows into the rock matrix and then towards the fracture. In theory, the heat trans-

fer path (La) will increase as the distance of the heat source from the fracture increases.

The thermal gradient (∆T ) near the fracture is minimal, and since J is constant during an

active DTS thermal response test, the λr appears to increase, and this apparent increase is

referred to as the apparent thermal conductivity (λa). The ∆T gradually increases with dis-

tance away from the fracture until it becomes equal to the ∆T observed in the rock matrix,

when heat transfer occurs only by conduction. This is equivalent to the λa decreasing as

the distance from the fracture increases until it becomes equal to λr.

The geometry of field active DTS thermal response tests in sealed boreholes can be
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approximated as a continuous line source problem that allows the estimation of λa along

the borehole wall using an analytical solution (Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959). Considering a

radial heat flow from a continuous and constant line source of power (qh) (W/m) surrounded

by a homogeneous infinite medium, the λa can be determined (Luo et al., 2015):

λa = qh
4π

1
m

(3.10)

where

m = T (t2) − T (t1)
ln(t2) − ln(t1) (3.11)

is the slope of T versus ln t based on temperature measurements at the heat source during

the heating period of an A-DTS thermal response test. If the groundwater flow in the rock

formation is negligible because of low rock permeability and/or insignificant hydraulic

gradient, heat dissipates only by conduction, and λa becomes equal to λr.

As depicted in Figure 3.6d, it is possible to consider that most of the heat leaving the

cable is transferred through a series of parallel slabs along the z-axis with length (∆L) (m),

and an exposed area for heat transfer determined by ∆z (m), which corresponds to the DTS

sampling resolution, multiplied by the composite fiber optic cable diameter ∆x (m). Using

Equation 3.9, the apparent thermal gradient ((∆T/∆L)a) can be calculated knowing J and

λa(z):

(
∆T
∆L

)
e

(z) = J

λa(z) (3.12)
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The rate of heat transfer in each layer (Qh(z)) (W) is then calculated by:

Qh(z) = J∆x∆z (3.13)

Qh(z) is equal for all slabs since the power input along the cable is constant, but the appar-

ent rate of heat transfer by conduction (Qcond) (W) away from the fracture will be different

at each slab when calculated using λr values and the (∆T/∆L)a calculated using Equation

3.12:

Qcond(z) = λr

(
∆T
∆L

)
a

(z)∆x∆z (3.14)

Another way to expressed equation 3.14 is by combining equations 3.12 and 3.13:

Qcond(z) = Qh(z)λr(z)
λa(z) (3.15)

Using equations 3.10 and 3.11 the λr(z) and λa(z) terms can be substituted by temperature

values obtained along the DTS cable in boreholes, and Equation 3.15 can be then expressed

as

Qcond(z) = Qh(z)∆Te(z)
∆Tr(z) (3.16)

where

∆Tr(z) = Tr(t2) − Tr(t1) (3.17)

is the temperature difference obtained in two different t values during A-DTS tests located
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in an interval along the borehole away from a hydraulically active fracture, therefore, the

heat transfer is dominated by conduction into the rock matrix, and

∆Ta(z) = Ta(t2) − Ta(t1) (3.18)

is the temperature difference in an interval affected by groundwater flow in fractures, there-

fore, heat transfer also occurs by convection.

The apparent rate of heat transfer by convection (Qconv(z)) (W) is then determined by

the difference of the rate of heat input along the DTS (Qh(z)) and heat transfer rate into the

rock matrix by conduction Qcond(z), and it can be expressed as

Qconv(z) = Qh(z) −Qcond(z) (3.19)

Combining equations 3.16 and 3.20, Qconv(z) can be directly calculated from the field data

power input and the temperature response along the DTS cable:

Qconv(z) = Qh(z)
(

1 − ∆Ta(z)
∆Tr(z)

)
(3.20)

In this study, it is assumed that a single fracture is responsible for each interval of en-

hanced heat transfer and, therefore, to fully capture the enhancement of heat transfer caused

by flow in the fracture, the Qconv(z) values must be added along a distance away from the

fracture. However, this distance is not constant and varies according to the magnitude of
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the groundwater flow in the fracture and the λr. The criteria to define the length of each

interval can be based on the Qconv(z) profile or the temperature profile acquired during the

heating period. Independent of the profile used, the intention is to isolate a peak formed by

a series of Qconv(z) values, or a temperature depression assumed to be related to enhanced

heat transfer by convection in a fracture. This process could be done manually by selecting

the top and bottom depths of the temperature depression along the borehole, or by running

a filter to automatically isolate the intervals. Once the top and bottom depths are known,

the number (n(z)) of data points inside the interval of enhanced heat transfer is determined,

and the enhanced rate of heat transfer by convection in each interval (Qconv) calculated by:

Qconv =
n∑
z=1

Qconv(z) (3.21)

The Qconv is proportional to the volumetric groundwater flow (Qf ) and to the groundwater

flux (qf ) in the fracture according to empirical experiments performed using a numerical

model. The determination of the relationship between Qconv and Qf is one of the main

goals of this study, and a discrete fracture finite element numerical model for groundwater

flow and heat transport in a porous rock is used to establish this relationship.

To illustrate the approach presented above, Figure 3.7a shows a schematic of an A-DTS

thermal response test in a homogeneous porous medium without groundwater flow. The

constant temperature along the cable indicates homogeneous heat dissipation into the rock

matrix by conduction only, and the estimated λa is equal to the λr. Figure 3.7b shows a tem-

perature profile where an interval presents lower temperature centered at the hydraulically-
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active fracture location. The λa profile peaks locally at the fracture, and decreases with

distance away from the fracture until it is equal to the λr. Values of Qh(z) are calculated

for each measurement point, and Qcond(z) determined for each value of λa(z) that is equal

to λr. The final Qconv is then calculated by adding Qconv(z) values determined from the

difference between Qh(z) and Qcond(z).

3.3.5 Numerical modeling of A-DTS

Numerical simulations of A-DTS thermal response tests in sealed boreholes are used to

investigate the relationship between fracture groundwater flow and the associated convec-

tive heat transfer. The simulations also serve to understand the effect of the stagnant water

column inside the borehole liner on the estimates of λa values of the surrounding rock. The

finite element numerical model Heatflow-Smoker is used to represent three-dimensional

groundwater flow and heat transport in a fractured porous medium (Molson et al., 1992;

Molson and Frind, 2015; Havril et al., 2016; Shojae Ghias et al., 2016). The numerical

model domain has the dimensions of 4 × 4 × 6.8 m, and a 0.12 m in diameter vertical

borehole which is intersected by a single horizontal, planar and continuous fracture (Figure

3.8a). Figures 3.8b and c show the discretization of the borehole liner and the composite

fiber optic cable, and Table 3.1 summarizes the physical and thermal properties used as

input in the numerical model. Three uniform nodal spacings were used in the longitudi-

nal direction: 0.2 m, 0.01 m, and 0.001 m. For the vertical direction, two nodal spacings

were used: 0.2 and 0.05 m. The final mesh contains 992,750 nodes and 963,124 elements.
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A hydraulic gradient is imposed to the domain by fixing the head at the up-gradient and

down gradient boundaries. A no-flow condition is applied to the cross-sections along the

flow, and to the upper and lower boundaries. A temperature of 10 ◦C is used as an initial

condition to the entire domain, and as a fixed temperature on the up-gradient boundary; all

the other boundaries are set to zero temperature-gradient. This study assumes that there

are no water convection effects in the stagnant water column due to temperature-induced

density differences, which is achieved by assigning a low value of hydraulic conductivity

for the borehole. Convection in the stagnant water column is discussed in detail by Pehme

(2012), which claims to detect convection effects in temperature profiles by trolling down

a sensitive temperature sensor. The exact cable position in the borehole according to the

groundwater flow direction is unknown; however, preliminary numerical modeling results

show that the cable position relative to the flow direction does not significantly affect the

thermal response. In this study, all numerical modeling scenarios are based on the cable

position shown in Figure 3.8b.

A filter is applied to the temperature profiles from numerical modeling to properly

represent the DTS resolutions in space and time. The DTS spatial resolution is the distance

necessary for the DTS to measure 10 to 90 % of a temperature step change (Figure 3.8d),

and the sampling resolution is the length over which each temperature measurement is

made. The spatial resolution for the DTS unit used in this study (Silixa ULTIMATM) is

0.29 m and the sampling resolution is 0.126 m. To represent these two properties in the

model results, two subsequent filters were applied to the original modeled temperature
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profiles: 1) a Gaussian distribution sliding window with a mean value equal to the depth of

the sampling point and standard deviation of 0.115 m represents the DTS spatial resolution

(Selker et al., 2014), and 2) an arithmetic mean of temperature every 0.126 m represents

the sampling resolution. These filters smooth the original modeled temperature profile by

vertically spreading the temperature signal caused by groundwater flow through the fracture

(Figure 3.8e and f).

3.4 Results and discussion

3.4.1 Rock core saturated rock thermal conductivity

The rock thermal conductivity (λr) values for borehole GDC-5 were determined from

selected rock samples from a continuous core (Table 3.2). Results show λr values for

saturated rock varying from 2.09 to 5.32 W/m◦C, with average and median of 3.99 and

4.25 W/m◦C, respectively, which are in the range of reported values for similar rock types

(Table 3.3). The λr responds primarily to changes in rock mineralogical composition and

matrix porosity. In borehole GDC-5, the natural gamma profile spikes between 26 and

35 m bgs indicating an increase in clay mineral content. This interval coincides with the

lowest values of λr in the borehole. The average values of λr is used as an input parameter

in the numerical model scenarios, and the profile serves as a baseline for heat transfer by

conduction in borehole GDC-5.
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3.4.2 Relationship between the rate of convective heat transfer and

groundwater flow in a fracture based on numerical modeling

Relationships between the rate of convective heat transfer (Qconv) and the volumetric

groundwater flow (Qf ) as well as the groundwater flux (qf ) in a fracture are determined

by the numerical model described in Section 3.5 with physical and thermal parameters

summarized in Table 1. Table 3.4 presents the fracture aperture and hydraulic gradients

imposed in each modeling scenario. Fracture apertures range from 50 to 1000 µm, and

hydraulic gradients range from 0.0025 to 0.05, which result in a range of qf from 1.3 to

1,298 m3/m2/day, and Qf , assuming a 1 m wide fracture, varying from 0.13 to 1,298 L/day.

The Qconv monotonically increases as qf and Qf increases. Figure 3.9a and b show

semi-log plots of Qconv versus Qf , and Qconv versus qf . The relationship is linear for Qconv

values below 1 W; in this range, the maximum qf and Qf in the fracture are 50 m3/m2/day,

and 10 L/day, respectively. Between Qconv values of 1 and 2.8 W, the relationship becomes

exponential indicating that for a unit increment in Qconv a larger volume of water flowing

in the fracture is necessary. The Qconv in the fracture surface is limited by the rate of heat

transfer in the rock matrix which is controlled by the λr. If the maximum thermal gradient

in the rock matrix is achieved, to increase the convective heat transfer it is necessary to

drastically increase the flow in the fracture, until a point that independent of the Qf the

Qconv cannot significantly increase anymore. This seems to be the case for values of Qconv

above 2.8 W, where the Qconv versus Qf deviates from the exponential relationship. At

this condition, to increase heat transfer it is necessary to increase the heat transfer area, for
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example, by adding a second fracture, which is beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 3.9b shows that the relationship between Qconv and qf is more disperse with an

R-squared value of 0.81 for the linear range, compared to Qconv versus Qf semi-log plot

with R-squared value of 0.98 for the same range. The dispersion occurs because for a single

value of qf , multiple values of Qconv can be obtained, when different fracture apertures are

involved. This indicates that Qconv is more sensitive to Qf than to qf . This probably occurs

due to the small cross-sectional area for flow in fractures, which is different than in other

engineering problems involving fluid flow and heat transfer in pipes presenting flow cross-

sectional areas that are much larger.

3.4.3 Correction factors of apparent thermal conductivity for water

inside borehole liner

The heat transfer from the composite fiber optic cable occurs into the rock matrix and

into the stagnant water column inside the borehole liner. The continuous line source an-

alytical solution (Equation 3.10) assumes a homogeneous material surrounding the heat

source and temperature measurement location. For this reason, the λa derived from A-DTS

thermal response tests in sealed boreholes are affected by the presence of a stagnant water

column. To account for the heat transfer effect on the λa estimation, a correction is pro-

posed based on numerical modeling using a range of rock thermal conductivities, varying

from 2 to 6 W/m◦C, and matrix porosity varying from 0.01 to 0.1, which corresponds to

the range measured in rock samples of borehole GDC-5. The model domain represents a
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volume of porous rock and a vertical borehole with an impermeable liner and the compos-

ite fiber optic cable, similar to the model domain presented in Figure 3.8, but without the

horizontal fracture.

Figure 3.10 presents the linear correlation between the estimated λa from the modeling

results and the λr used as input in the model. The slope of the linear correlation is a

function of the rock matrix porosity (m(φ)) and it ranges from 0.71 to 0.79 for rock matrix

porosity varying from 0.01 to 0.10 (Table 5). The results indicate that the stagnant water

column inside the borehole liner proportionally decreases the λa values according to the

rock matrix porosity (Table 3.12).

The corrected λa values, named as λa−corr from this point forward, are then calculated

based on values of m(φ) presented in Table 3.5 and the following equation:

λa−corr = λa
1

m(φ) (3.22)

3.4.4 Apparent thermal conductivity derived from A-DTS tests

Apparent thermal conductivity (λa) is estimated from an A-DTS thermal response test

in borehole GDC-5. Figure 3.11 presents the borehole datasets previously collected, and

the DTS temperature data including the background temperature profile measured before

the thermal response test, a depth versus time 2-D plot showing the temperature variation

during the thermal response test, and a temperature profile at the end of the heating pe-

riod when the temperature reaches its maximum. The A-DTS temperature profiles show
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lower temperature due to increased heat dissipation from 30 to 40 m bgs, and around 57 m

bgs. This data suggests that in these intervals there are hydraulically active fractures with

detectable flow.

Figure 3.12a shows temperature through time for the A-DTS thermal response test and

highlights the data used for the λa estimation during the heating period. Each line on this

plot represents one of the 416, evenly spaced (0.126 m), depth-discrete temperature mea-

surement points collected using DTS along the 52 m of exposed rock on the borehole wall.

After turning the power on, the rapid temperature increase is due to the cable itself heating

quickly due to the cable material’s thermal properties. The cable effective thermal conduc-

tivity and specific heat capacity are 0.34 W/m◦C and 709 J/kg/◦C, respectively, according

to preliminary laboratory results, indicating that the cable jacket has a much higher thermal

resistance than water and rock (Table 3.1). After steady heat flow is achieved through the

cable materials, the temperature increases at a rate that corresponds to the thermal proper-

ties of the materials in contact with the cable and water flow if present. Since the thermal

conductivity of the rock is much lower than that of the cable materials, the temperature

increase through time becomes much less steep. A linear regression is fitted to the temper-

ature versus natural log of time for each measurement point (Figure 3.12b), and the slope

of this linear regression is used to estimate the λa using Equation 3.10.

Figure 3.11 shows the obtained λa for the entire borehole, plotted along with the λr

measured in rock samples in the laboratory and the R-squared values obtained in the λa

estimation, which is directly related to the temperature difference measured at each mea-
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surement point, a lower temperature difference results in lower R-squared value.

The λa values derived from A-DTS were consistently lower than those obtained through

the rock core laboratory measurements, ranging from 2.80 to 9.06 W/m◦C with mean and

median values of 3.74 and 3.53 W/m◦C, respectively, whereas the rock core ranges from

2.09 to 5.32 W/m◦C, with average and median of 3.99 and 4.25 W/m◦C, respectively (Fig-

ure 3.11). The lower λa values in relation to λr values is interpreted to be the effect of

the static water column inside the borehole liner. The borehole water correction (Equation

3.20) is applied to the λa profile from borehole GDC-5 considering the rock matrix porosity

(Table 3.2). Figures 3.11 and 3.13 presents the λa−corr profile which matches with the λr

profile along intervals without enhancement of heat transfer, therefore, without significant

groundwater flow in the fractures. The values of λa−corr vary from 3.61, 16.79 W/m◦C,

with average and median values of 4.73 and 4.37 W/m◦C, respectively.

Figure 3.13a shows the λr values plotted as a profile along λa−corr values for borehole

GDC-5. At the depths where rock core samples were tested in the laboratory for thermal

conductivity, the λa−corr values derived from A-DTS thermal response test in the borehole

are highlighted. Figure 3.13b shows the correlation between λa−corr derived from A-DTS

test and λr measured in the laboratory using rock core samples. At depths without evidence

of flow, the correlation is close to one. At depths where water flow occurs, the λa−corr

values are increased when compared to λr values. These results indicate that the A-DTS

derived λa−corr values can be reliably used to estimate λr for intervals without significant

groundwater flow (Figure 3.13).
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3.4.5 Groundwater flow rate in fractures under natural gradient con-

dition

Figure 3.14 presents intervals with λa−corr values and the λr values which are used aa

the baseline for heat transfer by conduction. Enhanced heat dissipation by convection due

to groundwater flow in fractures at intervals with λa−corr values larger than λr values. To

estimate theQf at these intervals, the rate of heat transfer (Qh(z)), which is known from the

power input used in the A-DTS tests and is constant throughout the profile, and the apparent

rate of conductive heat transfer (Qcond(z)) are calculated from values of λa−corr(z) and λr

using Equations 3.13 and 3.14. The heat transfer area is defined by the diameter of the cable

(0.008 m) and the DTS unit sampling resolution (0.126 m) used in this study. To calculate

Qcond(z) from λr obtained from laboratory analysis in selected core samples, the λr values

are interpolated to match the DTS sampling frequency. The apparent rate of convective

heat transfer (Qconv(z)) is calculated from the difference between Qh(z) and Qcond(z), and

it is presented as a profile in Figure 3.14. For some intervals in borehole GDC-5, lack

of Qcond(z) indicates insignificant groundwater flow, and heat transfer in these intervals

occurs by conduction only.

To quantify the Qf in the fracture responsible for enhancing the heat transfer along

intervals with quantifiable Qconv(z) in borehole GDC-5, the total apparent rate of con-

vective heat transfer (Qconv) is calculated by adding values of Qconv(z) along an interval

corresponding to enhanced heat transfer caused by a single hydraulically-active fracture.

However, the length of these intervals along the borehole are not constant, and are a func-
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tion of the magnitude of the groundwater flow in each fracture. The criteria to define the

length of these intervals in this study is based on the temperature profile acquired at the

end of the heating period. The top and bottom depths of an interval are selected based on

temperature peaks, assuming that the temperature depression between two peaks exists due

to enhanced heat transfer by convection in the fracture. Figure 3.14 and Table 3.6 present

14 intervals with lengths varying from 0.8 to 3.2 m, and Qconv values ranging from 1.1 to

18.5 W in borehole GDC-5.

The relationships between Qconv and qf and Qf obtained from numerical modeling are

applied to the field A-DTS derived Qconv in borehole GDC-5 to estimate qf and Qf (Figure

3.14). A large range of qf and Qf are obtained ranging from 5 to 27,000 m3/m2/day, and

2 to 45,000 L/day, considering a cross sectional flow area determined by a fracture width

equal to the borehole diameter (0.127 m). The selection of this cross-sectional flow area

permits comparing the obtained qf and Qf to results from borehole tracer dilution test,

which was performed in borehole GDC-5, and is presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

3.4.6 Assessment of groundwater flux values in borehole GDC-5

Despite the large range of qf and Qf obtained, the median values, 299 m3/m2/day,

and 19 L/day, respectively, present values that are more reasonable with the literature,

and indicates a large flow heterogeneity in the borehole. In general, the groundwater flux

reported values for the local fractured dolostone is 2.8 m3/m2/day (Belan, 2010) and 10.4

m3/m2/day (Burns, 2005), which were estimated from measured hydraulic gradient and
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hydraulic conductivity using Darcy’s law. Tracer dilution experiments performed in another

site in southern Ontario with a similar geological setting obtained qf values from 2 to 388

m3/m2/day (Novakowski et al., 2006). In this study, measuredQf in borehole GDC-5, after

correcting for flow convergence across the test interval, varied from 0.54 to 15 L/day (see

Chapter 2). The qf estimates vary from 7.5 to 223 m3/m2/day depending on the number of

hydraulically active fractures used to calculate hydraulic fracture apertures using the cubic

law and transmissivity values. The qf and Qf values in borehole GDC-5 from A-DTS

thermal response tests are in general larger than the available values from the literature and

Chapter 2. One of the reasons for the overestimation is related to the assumption made

in this study to consider enhanced heat transfer by convection at the surface area of only

a single fracture. This issue is discussed in the next Chapter of this thesis by considering

multiple hydraulically active fractures in the interval.

3.4.7 Approach overview

The approach presented in this study can be efficiently applied in the field. The com-

posite fiber optic cable is first lowered into the borehole, and a flexible and impermeable

liner is installed, pressing the cable against the borehole wall, and sealing the borehole to

avoid cross-connected flow. It is prudent to wait until the hydraulic and thermal conditions

near the borehole return to equilibrium. The A-DTS measurements can be completed in

multiple boreholes simultaneously if they are located in close proximity by connecting all

composite fiber optic cables at the surface in series. The existence of open boreholes near
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the sealed test borehole will influence the results, and the interpretation of A-DTS results

should take this into account.

The complete A-DTS test is performed in a minimum of 6 h (assuming the cable and

liner are pre-installed), with at least 30 min of background temperature collected before

heating the cable using a constant power output for at least 4 h, with the remaining time for

setup and teardown. Thermal recovery data, after the heat input is complete, could be also

be used to estimate λa if the data is available. A period equal to the heat input is considered

the minimum recommended to collect temperature data during the thermal recovery. Once

the DTS temperature data is averaged and calibrated using the external temperature sensors

in the calibration bath, the λa can be estimated and corrected for the stagnant water column

inside the borehole liner. The λa−corr profile presents a baseline value, that is equal to the λr

assuming that no flow along the cable occurs. Values above the baseline represent intervals

with enhanced heat transfer caused by convection due to groundwater flow. The size of the

peaks indicates the magnitude of the volumetric flow in the interval. The λa−corr profile

showing locations with groundwater flow and its relative magnitude might suit a great

variety of hydrogeological studies, where the exact quantification of volumetric flow is

unnecessary. However, since quantification of volumetric flow is important for contaminant

transport characterization projects, λr values must be determined based on the baseline

values of λa−corr, and validated with laboratory measurements in rock samples, or with

literature values for the borehole lithology. The λa−corr and λr values are used to estimate

Qconv which is proportional to the Qf in the interval. The empirical relationship between
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Qconv and Qf must be determined using numerical models that reproduce A-DTS tests

in discrete fracture in porous rock specific for the study site rock type and A-DTS test

conditions (power output and heating time). Depth-discrete values of Qf are estimated

based on the empirical relationship for borehole intervals with enhanced heat transfer.

3.5 Conclusions

The objective of this chapter is to develop a method of estimating ambient groundwater

flow rate from A-DTS thermal response tests in sealed boreholes accounting for effects

of the stagnant water column. The developed method is based on field data, laboratory

measurements in core samples, and analytical and numerical solutions. There is a strong

need for effective and efficient methods to determine the groundwater flow and flux under

ambient flow conditions in fractured rock. Groundwater flux is key in the quantification

of groundwater systems, and it is needed for estimating contaminant mass fluxes where

chemical concentrations are multiplied by the groundwater flux. In fractured rock, flow

system complexity is typically large, and therefore, to determine the spatial distribution of

the groundwater and chemical fluxes there is a need for methods that allow these quanti-

ties to be determined over short intervals of boreholes, providing depth-discrete borehole

profiles.

The A-DTS method presented in this study is most promising because it offers a frame-

work aimed to deliver depth-discrete profiles at low cost, once the equipment is purchased.
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The downhole assemblage is easily installed and removed when desired. The method can

be easily deployed in multiple boreholes at the same time to provide a 3-D picture of the

transient nature of the ambient groundwater flow system, where the measurements in each

hole are obtained simultaneously and with the same test parameters.

The demonstration of A-DTS reported here is the first for this methodology and the re-

sults are reasonable and encouraging. Further work aims to quantify volumetric groundwa-

ter flow from A-DTS considering four uncertainties that were not discussed in this Chapter

including more than one hydraulically active fracture, their spacing per interval, the po-

sition of the composite fiber optic cable in the borehole relative to the groundwater flow

direction, and the duration of heat input (see Chapter 4). A detailed comparison with

downhole trolling temperature probes in sealed boreholes is also planned for the future.

Field experiments of A-DTS in a cluster of boreholes under ambient, cross-connected, and

pumping conditions are in progress with the objective to demonstrate the sensitivity of the

method to variation in volumetric groundwater flow. Further refinement of this A-DTS

method would be achieved from a laboratory fractured rock experiment where the relation-

ship between convective heat transfer and volumetric flow is empirically determined.
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3.6 Tables and figures

Table 3.1: Numerical model physical, hydraulic and thermal parameters.

Components Hydraulic
conductiv-
ity

Porosity [-] Thermal
conduc-
tivity
[W/m◦C]

Specific
heat
[J/kg/◦C]

Density
[kg/m3]

Rock 9.8 × 10−10 0.041 4 920 2630
Liner 1.0 × 10−20 1.0 × 10−5 0.57 4187 1000
Water 1.0 × 10−20 1 0.57 4187 1000
Cable 1.0 × 10−20 1.0 × 10−5 0.34 709 1440
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Table 3.2: Rock thermal conductivity λr and matrix porosity φ values from selected core samples
in borehole GDC-5.

Sample ID Depth [m bgs] λr [W/m◦C] φ [-]
Stratigraphy

Formation Member

GDC5-TK-01 14.5 5.17 0.02 Eramosa Reformatory Quarry
GDC5-TK-02 18.52 4.66 0.1 Eramosa Reformatory Quarry
GDC5-TK-03 20.53 4.23 0.01 Eramosa Reformatory Quarry
GDC5-TK-04 22.68 3.44 0.03 Eramosa Vinemont
GDC5-TK-05 27.21 2.71 0.02 Eramosa Vinemont
GDC5-TK-06 28.68 2.09 0.02 Eramosa Vinemont
GDC5-TK-07 30.91 2.94 0.01 Eramosa Vinemont
GDC5-TK-08 32.69 3.07 0.04 Eramosa Vinemont
GDC5-TK-09 34.84 2.1 0.06 Eramosa Vinemont
GDC5-TK-10 36.27 4.62 0.05 Goat Island Ancaster
GDC5-TK-11 37.08 4.02 0.03 Goat Island Ancaster
GDC5-TK-12 38.95 4.01 0.03 Goat Island Ancaster
GDC5-TK-13 41.73 5.32 0.06 Goat Island Niagara Falls
GDC5-TK-14 44.18 4.91 0.03 Gasport NA
GDC5-TK-15 46.33 4.65 0.1 Gasport NA
GDC5-TK-16 50.46 4.73 0.1 Gasport NA
GDC5-TK-17 52.55 4.66 0.04 Gasport NA
GDC5-TK-18 54.89 4.49 0.05 Gasport NA
GDC5-TK-19 57.95 3.98 0.09 Gasport NA
GDC5-TK-21 63.58 4.27 0.07 Gasport NA
GDC5-TK-22 66.19 3.93 0.04 Gasport NA
GDC5-TK-23 69.07 4.9 0.03 Irondequoit NA
GDC5-TK-24 70.19 4.33 0.03 Rockway NA
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Table 3.3: Summary of rock thermal conductivity values for dolostone and correlated rock types.

Rock
Rock thermal conductivity [W/m◦C]

Data sourceN. samples Minimum Maximum Average Median

Dolostone 24 2.09 5.32 3.99 4.25 This study
Dolostone 96 1.44 6.28 4.82 NA (Roy et al., 1981; Jessop, 1990)
Dolomite 8 3.43 5.73 4.68 NA (Reiter and Tovar, 1982)

Limestone 445 1.3 6.26 3.44 NA (Roy et al., 1981; Jessop, 1990)
Shale 5 1.63 2.51 2.09 NA (Reiter and Tovar, 1982)
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Table 3.4: Apparent rate of convective heat transfer (Qconv) obtained from modeling scenarios for
a range of volumetric groundwater flow rate (Qf ) considering a 1 m wide fracture, and groundwater
flux (qf ), resulted from the combination of different fracture apertures (2b) and hydraulic gradients
(dh/dx).

Model input Model result

2b [µm] dh/dx [-] qf [m/day] Qf [L/day] Qconv [W]

100 0.0025 1.3 0.13 0.007
50 0.025 3.25 0.16 0.008

100 0.005 2.6 0.26 0.02
50 0.05 6.49 0.32 0.029

100 0.01 5.19 0.52 0.044
100 0.025 12.98 1.3 0.137
200 0.005 10.39 2.08 0.196
100 0.05 25.97 2.6 0.311
300 0.0025 11.69 3.51 0.332
200 0.01 20.77 4.15 0.411
400 0.0025 20.77 8.31 0.673
200 0.025 51.94 10.39 0.902
300 0.01 46.74 14.02 1.049
500 0.0025 32.46 16.23 1.091
400 0.005 41.55 16.62 1.13
500 0.005 64.92 32.46 1.637
400 0.01 83.1 33.24 1.719
300 0.025 116.85 35.06 1.802
500 0.01 129.84 64.92 2.151
300 0.05 233.71 70.11 2.303
400 0.025 207.74 83.1 2.355
500 0.025 324.6 162.3 2.704
400 0.05 415.48 166.19 2.749

1000 0.005 259.68 259.68 2.806
500 0.05 649.19 324.6 2.932

1000 0.01 519.35 519.35 2.957
1000 0.05 2596.76 2596.76 3.046
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Table 3.5: Correction factor for apparent thermal conductivity values derived from A-DTS accord-
ing to the rock porosity for the presence of the stagnant water column inside the borehole liner.

φ[−] m(φ) R2

0.01 0.7944 0.9949
0.02 0.7954 0.9996
0.03 0.7848 0.9997
0.04 0.77 0.9996
0.05 0.761 0.9995
0.06 0.75 0.9993
0.07 0.7393 0.9994
0.08 0.7296 0.9992
0.09 0.7187 0.9991
0.1 0.7084 0.9991
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Table 3.6: Intervals with enhanced heat transfer due to groundwater flow in fractures determined
from A-DTS in borehole GDC-5. The estimated apparent rate of convective heat transfer (Qconv) is
used to the estimated the fracture groundwater flux (qf ), and volumetric groundwater flow rate (Qf )
in each interval based on the relationship empirically determined from numerical modeling.

Top Bottom Length Qconv. qf Qf

[mbgs] [mbgs] [m] [W ] [m3/m2/day] [L/day]
20.3 22.3 2.0 1.1 5 2
22.3 23.8 1.5 1.8 13 5
23.8 24.6 0.8 1.3 7 3
24.6 26.2 1.6 2.9 50 26
26.2 27.1 0.9 2.3 23 10
27.1 29.1 2.0 4.9 530 420
29.1 29.9 0.8 1.9 14 6
29.9 30.9 1.0 2.4 26 12
30.9 31.9 1.0 2.4 26 12
31.9 33.9 2.0 6.2 2700 2900
33.9 35.4 1.5 8.1 27000 45000
35.4 38.6 3.2 18.5 Unreasonable Unreasonable
54.9 55.9 1.0 1.2 6 2
57.2 59.3 2.2 4.8 470 370

Minimum 0.8 1.1 5 2
Maximum 3.2 18.5 27000 45000

Average 1.5 4.3 2375 3751
Median 1.5 2.4 26 12
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Figure 3.1: Temperature profiling methods to characterize flow in a fractured rock borehole. Tem-
perature profiles are obtained by trolling down the borehole a temperature sensor, or from fiber optic
cable using DTS. Location of transmissive fractures, flow velocity in the borehole, and fracture con-
nectivity can be obtained from temperature profiles in open boreholes under passive, pumping, and
cross-hole pumping conditions. Hydraulically active fractures under ambient condition are located
under borehole sealed condition.
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Figure 3.2: Approach to estimate groundwater flow in fractures under ambient condition from A-
DTS thermal response tests in sealed boreholes by combining field data, laboratory measurements
in core samples, and numerical modeling.
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Figure 3.3: Conceptualization of heat distribution during an A-DTS thermal response tests in a
borehole sealed with a flexible and impermeable fabric liner in fractured rock. A) The compos-
ite fibre optic cable is installed in the borehole behind the liner which assures continuous contact
between the cable and the borehole wall, creating a stagnant water column and avoiding cross-
connected flow inside the borehole. B) The composite fibre optic cable is heated creating a heat
plume in the rock matrix and stagnant water column in the borehole. Hydraulically active fractures
carry the heat away. C) Temperature profiles before the A-DTS and during heating. Temperature at
locations with hydraulically active fractures are lower than at adjacent locations. D) Plan view of a
heat plume in the rock matrix away from an active fracture and at a active fracture.
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Figure 3.6: Conceptualization of the heat transfer from the composite fiber optic cable into the rock matrix.
A) Plan view of the composite fibre optic cable installed behind a borehole liner. The borehole liner diverts
the groundwater flow around the borehole liner. B) Heat transfer occurs only by conduction into the rock
matrix when groundwater in fracture is not flowing. The heat flux (J) leaving the composite fibre optic
cable is equal to the thermal conductivity of the rock (λr) multiplied by the thermla gradient defined by the
temperature difference at the cable (Tr,1) and the temperature Tr,2 at a distance L from the heat source. C)
When groundwater flows in the fracture at a flow rate equal toQf , heat transfer is enhanced by the convective
heat transfer at the fracture surface reducing the thermal gradient. The temperature at the cable (Tr,1,e) is
reduced and vary according to the distance away from the fracture. The heat flow path (Le) is distorted
towards the fracture surface with temperature T2. The convective heat transfer (h) can be calculated using
T2 and the temperature T∞ away from the fracture surface, which would represent the natural temperature
of the system. The λa is estimated based on temperature data measured using DTS. D) Conceptualization of
the heat transfer problem to calculate the apparent rate of heat transfer (Qconv) which is proportional to Qf .
A constant rate of heat transfer (Qh) leaves the fibre optic cable considering the cable diameter (∆x), and
the DTS sampling resolution (∆z). Qh is equal to the rate of heat transfer (Qh) when only heat transfer by
conduction (Qcond) in the rock matrix occurs. When groundwater flows in the fracture, it enhances the Qh

due the convective rate o heat transfer at the fracture surface (Qconv).
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Figure 3.9: The apparent rate of convective heat transfer (Qconv) estimated from numerical model-
ing scenarios based on a single fracture with a range of volumetric groundwater flow rates (Qf ) and
groundwater fluxes (qf ) in the fracture. The relationship is not unique for qf because for the same
value of qf several values of Qconv are obtained when different apertures (2b) are involved.
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Figure 3.11: Borehole GDC-5 dataset including (from left to right) stratigraphy (formations and
members), natural gamma, virtual caliper from acoustic travel time, fractures identified on image
logs, FLUTe and packer transmissivity profiles, rock matrix porosity, hydraulic head profile, DTS
natural temperature profile under, DTS temperature plot over time, DTS temperature plot at the
end of the heating period, original and corrected apparent thermal conductivity derived from A-
DTS, along with rock thermal conductivity from core samples, linear regression R-squared values
obtained and number of data points used to calculate the apparent thermal conductivity.
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Figure 3.12: A) Temperature difference versus time plot from A-DTS thermal response test in
borehole GDC-5 using constant power input of 7.5 W/m. Each line represents a depth discrete data
point and the data highlighted are used to calculate the apparent thermal conductivity. B) Example
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Figure 3.14: Groundwater flow under ambient condition estimation from A-DTS in sealed bore-
hole GDC-5. Additional datasets include (from the left to right): stratigraphy (formations and
members), natural gamma, virtual caliper from acoustic travel time, fractures identified on image
logs, hydraulic head profile, temperature profile at the end of the heating period, the λa−corr (or-
ange) and λr (red disks) profiles, estimated rate of convective heat transfer for each measurement
point, the integrated rate of convective heat transfer along selected intervals based on heating tem-
perature profile, and estimated groundwater flux and volumetric flow rate based on the relationship
obtained from numerical modeling for the study site rock type and A-DTS conditions (power output
and heating time).
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Chapter 4

Improved estimation of volumetric flow

from active DTS thermal response tests

in sealed boreholes

4.1 Abstract

Determination of groundwater velocity is important in hydrogeology, but difficult to

measure in the field. A new approach is proposed in Chapter 3 to estimate the volumetric

groundwater flow rates in fractures from active distributed temperature sensing (A-DTS)

thermal response tests in sealed boreholes. In this study, this approach is improved by as-

sessing four major uncertainties not previously discussed that can influence the estimation

of volumetric groundwater flow from A-DTS. Two of the uncertainties relate to the fracture
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network including the number and spacing of hydraulically active fractures responsible for

enhancing heat transfer. A third uncertainty relates to the position of the composite fiber

optic cable in the borehole relative to the groundwater flow direction, which is unknown

in field experiments using vertical boreholes. The last uncertainty relates to the heating

duration for the A-DTS thermal response test. As the heating duration increases, a larger

volume of the aquifer is tested, and a larger fracture surface area becomes available for con-

vective heat transfer which affects the estimates of apparent thermal conductivity values. A

finite element discrete fracture numerical model representing a porous rock with low ma-

trix permeability is used to assess these four major uncertainties. The results show that the

cable position in the borehole does not influence the estimation of apparent thermal con-

ductivity; however, increasing the heating period allows detection of hydraulically-active

fractures distant from the borehole wall. The A-DTS tests can resolve individual fractures

with a spacing greater than 0.4 m. Below 0.4 m, there is too much overlap in the thermal

halos to differentiate individual fractures. Between 0.4 and 0.9 m, individual fractures can

be differentiated; however, interference from overlapping thermal halos exists. Finally, a

fracture spacing greater than 0.9 m results in no overlap between the thermal halos and

individual fracture responses can be captured. An improved relationship is determined be-

tween the rate of convective heat dissipation and groundwater flow rate considering 1 to 8

fractures in a 1.6 m interval, and it is applied to field A-DTS data acquired in the same bore-

hole (GDC-5) used in Chapter 3. The estimated volumetric groundwater flow rates agree

with those derived from borehole tracer dilution tests performed in Chapter 3 in the same
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borehole, showing the potential of this efficient field approach to characterize groundwater

flow under natural gradient conditions.

4.2 Introduction

Groundwater velocity (v̄) is an important parameter in hydrogeology, but challenging

to measure in the field. Usually v̄ is estimated from indirect measurements including hy-

draulic conductivity (K), effective porosity (φe), and hydraulic gradient (dh/dx) using

Darcy’s law (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). This effective porous medium approach is widely

used in numerical models to determine capture zones of supply wells and transport rate of

contaminants for risk assessment. However, validation of the results with direct measure-

ments of v̄ is rare (Evers and Lerner, 1998; Sousa et al., 2013). Measurement of v̄ in the

field has been achieved by monitoring the rate of tracer dilution in boreholes, which is pro-

portional to the volume of water entering and leaving the test interval (Lewis et al., 1966;

Halevy et al., 1967; Drost et al., 1968). This method has been applied in fractured rock envi-

ronments under open-hole conditions (Grisak et al., 1977; Leap and Kaplan, 1988; Evans,

1995; Brainerd and Robbins, 2004; West and Odling, 2007; Pitrak et al., 2007; Maurice

et al., 2011) or in isolated intervals by straddle packers (Gustafsson and Andersson, 1991;

Novakowski et al., 2006; Nordqvist et al., 2008; Jamin et al., 2015), but is not very common

because it is laborious and time consuming.

Recent advances in both point temperature sensors and distributed temperature sensors
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(DTS) (Hurtig et al., 1994; Selker et al., 2006; Tyler et al., 2009) have improved the use of

heat as a tracer in groundwater studies (Anderson, 2005; Saar, 2011). Temperature mea-

surements have been widely used in hydrogeology. Trolling temperature sensors in open

boreholes to measure the thermal signature of fractures transmitting water in and out of

the hole, identifying the connectivity of fractures in cross-hole tests, and even calculating

fracture hydraulic properties by using inversion techniques are all uses of heat as a tracer

(Trainer, 1968; Drury, 1984; Drury et al., 1984; Drogue, 1985; Silliman and Robinson,

1989; Bidaux and Drogue, 1993; Barton et al., 1995; Malard and Chapuis, 1995; Ge, 1998;

Corcho Alvarado et al., 2009; Klepikova et al., 2011; Chatelier et al., 2011). These tra-

ditional approaches generally make use of point temperature sensors. DTS continuously

measures temperature along the full length of a fiber optic cable allowing it to trace the

movement of a heat plume injected in an open hole through time. This capability permits

quantification of the vertical flow rate within in the borehole resulting from hydraulic cross-

connection, and determination of which fractures provide water inflow and outflow (Leaf

et al., 2012; Banks et al., 2014; Read et al., 2015; Sellwood et al., 2015b,a; Hausner et al.,

2016). However, the primary limitation of these open borehole techniques is the fact that

they are measured in boreholes that potentially cross-connect several hydrogeologic units

with different hydraulic heads, which violates the natural gradient conditions of the site,

and can mask flow from low transmissivity fractures (Michalski and Klepp, 1990; Brass-

ington, 1992; Price and Williams, 1993; Elci et al., 2001; Sterling et al., 2005; Runkel et al.,

2006; Meyer et al., 2008; Pehme et al., 2010; Maurice et al., 2011).
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Identification of hydraulically-active fractures under natural gradient condition is pos-

sible by sealing the borehole with a temporary, impermeable, and flexible borehole liner

and trolling the borehole with a highly sensitive wireline temperature probe (Pehme et al.,

2010). The sensitivity of identifying hydraulically active fractures can be improved through

the addition of an electrical heating cable to increases the temperature in the water column

inside the borehole liner creating a larger contrast between the water inside the borehole

and the water flowing through fractures (Greenhouse and Pehme, 2002; Pehme et al., 2010,

2013, 2014). Similar thermal response tests based on A-DTS under sealed conditions us-

ing borehole liners also identify hydraulically-active fractures, but with the advantage of

acquiring depth-discrete temperature measurements along the full borehole length contin-

uously through time. This spatio-temporally dense data provides the potential to quantify

rock thermal conductivity and volumetric groundwater flow rate based on analytical solu-

tions and numerical models (Coleman et al., 2015; Bense et al., 2016).

An approach to quantify volumetric groundwater flow in fractures (Qf ) from A-DTS

in sealed boreholes is presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The approach is based on the

hypothesis that the enhanced heat transfer by convection at the fracture surface is captured

by the apparent thermal conductivity values estimated from the A-DTS temperature data.

The values of apparent thermal conductivity obtained along the sealed borehole profile are

proportional to the rock thermal conductivity and to groundwater flow. Application of the

approach in a fractured dolostone research borehole located at the University of Guelph,

Canada, shows encouraging results by providing depth-discrete values of apparent thermal
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conductivity that match well with rock thermal conductivity values obtained from labo-

ratory measurements in intervals without significant groundwater flow. In intervals with

enhanced heat transfer due to groundwater flow in discrete fractures, the Qf is estimated

by applying a relationship between rate of heat transfer and volumetric groundwater flow

determined from numerical modeling based on a single fracture. This ‘single fracture’ sim-

plification results in some unreasonably high convective heat transfer, Qf , values where

multiple flowing fractures are closely spaced. The influence on the results caused by an un-

known and potentially variable cable location in the borehole relative to groundwater flow

is not discussed in Chapter 3 and a fixed location is assumed. However, the borehole liner

diverts the groundwater around the borehole increasing its flow path and velocity, therefore

interpretation of A-DTS should consider the location of the cable, which might detect the

local change in velocity. The typical duration of heat input in thermal response tests for

geothermal applications is between 30 and 60 h (Raymond et al., 2011), however the heat

input time applied in A-DTS in sealed boreholes in this study and in the original study

(Coleman et al., 2015) is 5 h. The influence of the heating period on A-DTS has not been

discussed to this point.

This study uses numerical modeling to improve the approach to determine Qf from A-

DTS by assessing the sensitivity of thermal responses to four major sources of uncertainties

not previously addressed. The four uncertainties include: multiple fractures per interval,

fracture spacing, heating duration, and the position of the composite fiber optic cable in the

borehole relative to the groundwater flow on measured apparent thermal conductivity (λa).
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A discrete fracture numerical model is used to perform the sensitivity analysis representing

A-DTS thermal response test in a porous rock with low permeability. An improved rela-

tionship between the convective heat transfer and Qf is proposed incorporating multiple

fractures, and it is applied to the A-DTS data collected in borehole GDC-5. The improved

borehole GDC-5 Qf values are compared with volumetric flow rates measured from tracer

dilution tests conducted in the same borehole, which are presented in Chapter 2.

4.3 Methodology

In this study, numerical simulations representing A-DTS thermal response tests in

sealed boreholes are used to assess the sensitivity of estimated Qf to four major sources of

uncertainty. The A-DTS numerical model scenarios are based on the finite element numer-

ical model Heatflow-Smoker, which is capable of solving three-dimensional heat transport

problems in discrete fractured porous media (Molson et al., 1992; Molson and Frind, 2015;

Havril et al., 2016; Shojae Ghias et al., 2016). The 4 × 4 × 6.8 m model domain was

designed to represent a porous rock where a vertical sealed borehole, a composite DTS ca-

ble, and the impermeable borehole liner are discretized (Figure 4.1). Three uniform nodal

spacings were used in the longitudinal direction: 0.2, 0.01, and 0.001 m. For the vertical

direction, two nodal spacings were used: 0.2 and 0.05 m. The final mesh contains 992,750

nodes and 963,124 elements. A hydraulic gradient is imposed across the domain by fixing

the head at the up-gradient and down gradient boundaries. A no-flow condition is applied
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to the boundaries parallel to flow, and to the upper and lower boundaries. A temperature

of 10 ◦C is used as an initial condition to the entire domain, and as a fixed temperature

on the up-gradient boundary; all the other boundaries are set to zero temperature-gradient.

The physical and thermal parameters used in the model are obtained from laboratory mea-

surements of rock samples selected from core retrieved from boreholes located in Guelph,

Ontario, Canada (Table 4.1). This study assumes that there is no water convection effect

in the stagnant water column due to temperature differences, and therefore, a low value of

hydraulic conductivity is applied to water in the borehole to simulate no convection in the

model. Convection in the stagnant water column is discussed in detail by Pehme (2012),

which claims to detect convection effect in temperature profiles by trolling down a sensi-

tive temperature sensor. However, the DTS spatial resolution should mask this effect. All

temperature profiles resulted from numerical modeling are subject to a filter to properly

represent the DTS spatial and sampling resolutions (see Chapter 3). Figure 4.1b shows the

original temperature profile from the numerical model and the modified temperature profile

representing what the DTS would measure given its spatial resolution.

The fiber optic cable position in the borehole relative to the groundwater flow direction

is assessed by running model scenarios with the cable located in the up-gradient, side-

gradient, and down-gradient sides of the borehole. The influence of longer heating periods

on Qf estimation is evaluated by performing A-DTS for 5 and 48 h using a power input in

all scenarios of 7.5 W/m. When more than one fracture is considered in the analysis of heat

transfer, not only is the number of fractures important, but their spacing as well. The effect
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of fracture spacing on the Qf estimation is determined by using model scenarios with three

identical fractures with apertures equal to 200 µm, and fracture spacing ranging from 0.05

to 1.50 m, a range selected to demonstrate the effect of the DTS spatial resolution of 0.29

m on the obtained temperature profiles. The groundwater velocity of 21 m/day is applied to

all fractures using a hydraulic gradient of 0.01, and a power input of 7.5 W/m is used to heat

the composite fiber optic cable for 5 h. The number of fractures is assessed by modeling

scenarios varying from 2 to 8 fractures spaced 0.20 m apart. The relationship between

the apparent rate of convective heat transfer (Qconv) and Qf is improved from Chapter 3

by modeling scenarios with the number of fractures from 1 to 8. Numerical modeling

scenarios include fracture apertures from 50 to 500 µm, with the groundwater velocity in

the fractures varying from 1.3 to 130.0 m3/m2/day. Considering a cross-sectional area for

flow of a 1-m wide fracture, a range of Qf is obtained varying from 0.06 to 64.92 L/day for

each individual fracture depending on its aperture (Table 4.2).

In Chapter 3 A-DTS thermal response tests were performed in the centre borehole

(GDC-5) of a cluster of boreholes installed by the G360 Institute for Groundwater Re-

search at the University of Guelph, Ontario, Canada. The site is briefly described below

with more information given in Steelman et al. (2017). The surficial geology is composed

of 12-m thick unconsolidated glacial deposits covering a fractured Silurian age dolostone

aquifer (Brunton, 2009). Borehole GDC-5 is cased with a PVC pipe to the depth of 14 m

bgs, and the 0.127 m diameter borehole is open to 73 m bgs. Continuous rock core was

retrieved using a diamond drilling method with municipal water as circulation fluid and the
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lithology and fracture locations in the core were logged. Numerous horizontal and less fre-

quent sub-vertical fractures were observed in image logs and rock core in all the boreholes

in the cluster. Matrix porosity was measured for 24 samples of the rock core from GDC-5

resulting in values ranging from 0.002 to 0.1, and the matrix hydraulic conductivity was

measured for 20 rock core samples collected from a nearby borehole at the research facility

with values varying from 2 × 10−7 to 2 × 10−11 m/s (Quinn et al., 2013).

In field A-DTS thermal response tests, good, depth-continuous contact between cable

and borehole wall is necessary to properly measure the rock’s thermal properties, and to

maximize the ability of the cable to detect groundwater flow. Installing a temporary, flex-

ible and impermeable urethane coated nylon fabric liner manufactured by Flexible Liner

Underground Technologies, LLC (FLUTeTM) over the cable in the borehole serves two key

purposes: 1) it seals the borehole hydraulically preventing vertical flow due to hydraulic

cross-connection, and 2) it pushes the cable against the borehole wall ensuring continuous

coupling between the DTS cable and the rock (Figure 3.3) (Coleman et al., 2015; Munn

et al., 2017). As the liner is impermeable and filled with water, a stagnant column is formed

inside the liner and a higher hydraulic head relative to the formation ensures that it remains

fully inflated and pressed against the formation. The process of installing a borehole liner

disturbs the natural system from both a hydraulic and thermal standpoint. Therefore, the

liner should be installed for a long enough period (usually at least one day) before the

A-DTS testing begins to ensure that natural equilibrium conditions have been restored.

At the ground surface, the optical fibers are connected to a high resolution ULTIMATM
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DTS unit (Silixa Ltd., Elstree, United Kingdom) with a 1.8 km maximum range and spa-

tial, temporal, and temperature resolutions as fine as 29 cm, 1 s, and 0.01 ◦C, respectively,

and the two copper conductors connect to a custom power controller based on a silicon

controlled rectifier (Control Concepts FUSION). A thermal response test consists of mon-

itoring the borehole natural temperature for at least 30 min before heating the composite

fiber optic cable at a constant power of 7.5 W/m for at least 4 h. The DTS temperature

is calculated using the internal system’s double-ended calibration routine. Two external

PT100 temperature sensors co-located with 10 m of unheated fiber optic cable record the

temperature of a well-mixed water bath at ambient temperature are used to refine the offset

correction. Measurements along the entire cable length were collected in the field every 2

s; the data was later processed into 180 s averages to achieve a temperature resolution of

0.03 ◦C. The final data is reported as temperature difference (in ◦C) above the background

temperature.

4.4 Results and discussion

4.4.1 Cable position in the borehole relative to groundwater flow di-

rection

The position of the composite fiber optic cable, installed between the borehole liner

and the borehole wall, relative to the groundwater flow direction is unknown in vertical

boreholes. Sealing the borehole with an impermeable liner, diverges groundwater flow
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around the borehole locally increasing its flow path, and therefore, the flow velocity. Three

cable positions in the boreholes relative to flow direction in the borehole were simulated:

up, side, and down-gradient (Figure 4.2a). The model domain includes three identical

horizontal fractures spaced 0.20 m that intersect the vertical borehole. Heat is injected

using the composite fiber optic cable at a constant power rate of 7.5 W/m for 5 h.

The simulation results are presented for each scenario. Figure 4.2b shows the heat dis-

tribution in the low permeability homogeneous rock matrix along a horizontal plane away

from the fractures at the end of the heating period. Heat transfer occurs by conduction and

spreads over a larger area in the rock matrix than in the water inside the borehole liner

due to the larger thermal diffusivity of the dolostone (1.7 × 10−6 m2/s) compared to wa-

ter (1.4 × 10−7 m2/s). The heat distribution at the fracture surface is strongly affected by

groundwater advection (Figure 4.2c), because most of the heat is carried away by ground-

water flow in the fracture. The distribution of the remaining heat at the fracture surface

depends on the cable position and the groundwater flow condition at that location.

Figure 4.2d presents the temperature profiles at the end of the heating period when

the temperature reaches its maximum in A-DTS thermal response tests. The tempera-

tures are similar for the cable locations up and down-gradient. The profile at side-gradient

presents lower temperature values at the fracture locations, likely because at this position

the groundwater velocity is higher due to the longer flow path. However, the apparent

thermal conductivity (λa) and the apparent rate of heat transfer by convection (Qconv) for

the up and side-gradient positions provide similar results, while the down-gradient position
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present a slightly lower value ofQconv. Figure 4.3 showsQconv values estimated for a range

ofQf with the cable at the three positions relative to the flow direction in the borehole. The

differences observed between the three different cable positions are minimal and not sig-

nificant in practice and therefore, the positioning of the cable in the borehole need not be

considered.

The most probable explanation for the lack of sensitivity of Qconv to the cable posi-

tioning is due to the volume of the aquifer tested during an A-DTS thermal response test

with 5 h of heating. The aquifer volume tested is larger than the volume affected by the

groundwater flow near the borehole. The modeling results based on a 5 h test show the

isotherms above the background temperature spreading nearly 0.5 m into the rock matrix.

It is assumed that the distance from the borehole wall that is mostly affected by the diver-

gence of flow is no more than one to two borehole diameters (0.127 m) (Wheatcraft and

Winterberg, 1985). Therefore, the local influences caused by the relative cable position in

relation to the flow direction are negligible.

The cable position becomes an issue when a separate electrical cable is used as the heat

source, and temperature is measured by trolling down temperature sensors in the borehole.

In this case, the position of the heater in the borehole and its distance to the temperature

measuring point are unknown (Pehme et al., 2010, 2013, 2014). This extra complexity

can be responsible for errors up to 60 % in the estimation of the rock’s apparent thermal

conductivity using this technique (Moscoso et al., 2016). In A-DTS, the heat source and the

optical fibers are co-located in the same cable which removes this uncertainty and enables
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the use of simple analytical solutions to interpret the data (see Chapter 3).

4.4.2 Heat input duration

The test duration is required to be long enough to suppress the effect of the composite

fiber optic cable materials, which usually have thermal properties much different than rock

and water (Table 4.1). The cable material causes large and rapid increases in temperature

inside the cable as soon as the power is turned on, with steady heat transfer through the

cable achieved around 10 min into the test (Figure 3.12). Additionally, the total heating

duration should provide enough measurement points to provide sufficient temperature and

temporal resolution to reduce data noise and characterize the apparent thermal properties

of the rock formation. Heat input of 4-5 h has been used in the past to provide reliable

temperature data to locate hydraulically-active fractures along fractured rock boreholes

(Coleman et al., 2015). However, different heating durations have not been assessed.

In this study, two model scenarios are used for this assessment: the first includes a

single 500 µm aperture horizontal fracture intersecting a vertical borehole, and the second,

a 500 µm aperture fracture is located 0.36 m away from the borehole wall and heating

periods of 5 and 48 h (Figure 4.4a and b).

Temperature profiles from the simulations presented in Figure 4.4c show the original

modeled temperature profiles and the treated temperature profile to represent the DTS spa-

tial and sampling resolutions at the end of heating period. When the fracture intersects the

borehole, the temperature at the fracture does not change between the two heating scenar-
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ios (5 and 48 h of heat input). The temperature of the rock matrix away from the fracture

surface varied between the two heating scenarios. After 5 h, the borehole wall reached a

temperature of 6.6 ◦C above background and after 48 h of heating, the same surface reached

6.8 ◦C above background. When the fracture does not intersect the borehole, the temper-

ature at the fracture depth is the same as at depths away from the fracture indicating that

the heat input duration of 5 h is not long enough for the thermal front to reach the distance

of the hydraulically-active fracture. However, with the 48-h heating duration, the thermal

front reaches the fracture, and the temperature profile shows a small drop in temperature at

the fracture location.

Figure 4.4d presents the estimated λa profiles for all of the simulated scenarios. Where

the fracture intersects the borehole, the calculated λa values reach up to 9 W/m◦C at the

fracture depth after 5 h of heating, and up to 22 W/m◦C after 48 h. Where the fracture does

not intersect the borehole, the flow in the fracture only affects the λa values in the 48 h heat

input scenario.

When the fracture intersects the borehole, the estimated values of Qconv increase from

2.17 to 10.20 W as the heating period increases from 5 to 48 h, even though the groundwater

velocity in the fracture is the same for both scenarios. The increased Qconv value is likely

related to the larger fracture surface area available for convective heat transfer due to the

larger volume tested as the thermal front advances into the rock away from the borehole.

When the fracture is away from the borehole wall, the thermal front reaches the fracture

in the 48 h heating period, but the fracture surface area for convective heat transfer in the
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A-DTS test volume is smaller, therefore the obtained Qconv of 1.04 W is smaller than for

the other cases.

4.4.3 Fracture spacing

The sensitivity analysis to demonstrate the influence of the fracture spacing on the con-

vective heat transfer is performed using numerical simulations representing A-DTS thermal

response tests in a fractured porous rock with low permeability. Three identical horizon-

tal fractures with individual aperture of 200 µm intersect a vertical sealed borehole with a

composite fiber optic cable discretized between the liner and the borehole wall.

Figure 4.5a shows temperature profiles for fractures with spacing ranging from 0.05 to

1.5 m. The original temperature profiles from the numerical model identify the location of

each hydraulically-active fracture for fracture spacing larger than 0.10 m; however, after

applying the filter to represent the DTS spatial and sampling resolutions on the tempera-

ture data, the location of individual fractures cannot be resolved for scenarios with fracture

spacing between 0.05 and 0.30 m, the temperature signal shows only one single tempera-

ture "peak". The distribution of individual fractures can be determined for scenarios with

fracture spacing larger than 0.40 m. However, for scenarios with fracture spacing between

0.40 and 0.90 m, the temperature signals overlap, and the assessment of the convective heat

transfer must incorporate all fractures together. For scenarios with fracture spacings larger

than 0.90 m, the temperature signals do not overlap, and the fractures can be treated as

individual fractures.
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Figure 4.5b presents λa profiles and estimated Qconv values that increase as the fracture

spacing increases from 0.05 to 0.20 m. For fracture spacings larger than 0.20 m, the Qconv

decreases with increased fracture spacing until a spacing of 0.90 m. Above this, Qconv does

not vary anymore as there is no overlap in the individual thermal halos and the total Qconv

is equal to three times the Qconv of a single fracture. For fracture spacings between 0.10

and 0.60 m, the Qconv is larger than three times Qconv of a single fracture, indicating that

closely-spaced fractures (less than 0.60 m), have an enhanced ability to transfer heat away

from the borehole.

4.4.4 Number of fractures

The relationship between Qconv and Qf is expanded by considering up to 8 fractures

using a fixed fracture spacing of 0.2 m per interval. This fracture spacing provides greater

convective heat transfer than any other combination of fracture spacing as discussed in the

previous section.

Figure 4.6 shows an example of the temperature and λa profiles obtained in a scenario

using fracture apertures of 200 µm, groundwater velocity of 20.77 m3/m2/day, and number

of fractures varying from 1 to 8. As the number of fractures increase, the interval Qconv

increases due to the increased surface area available for heat transfer from the matrix to

the water in the fracture. Thus, the total Qf through the interval becomes larger as a new

fracture is added.

The relationship between Qconv and Qf for the 48 modeling scenarios considering 1
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to 8 fractures is presented in Figure 4.7. For each fracture number, 6 different fracture

apertures are used and a constant value of hydraulic gradient. Therefore, the Qf increases

proportionally to the fracture aperture (Table 4.2). The relationship between Qconv and Qf

is initially linear, but eventually becomes exponential as the Qf increases. In Figure 4.7,

the linear relationship (red line), defined in Figure 4.8, is used as a reference for the simu-

lation results, and it is possible to observe that the point at whichQconv deviates from linear

to exponential increases as the number of fractures increases. The deviation from linear to

exponential happens because the rate at which heat can be transferred from the rock matrix

into the water flowing through the fracture is limited by the rock’s thermal conductivity. At

a certain volumetric flow rate, the water in the fracture reaches the background water tem-

perature and the thermal gradient between the rock matrix and fracture is at its maximum.

At this point, the convective heat transfer cannot be increased without adding additional

fractures to increase the surface area available to transfer heat. This point where the ther-

mal gradient is reaching is maximum value for a given scenario is marked by the point at

which the relationship between Qconv and Qf becomes non-linear.

Figure 4.8a presents all simulation results in the same plot. The Qconv values for all

modeled scenarios fall within the same linear relationship independent of the number of

fractures. The only difference is the point at which they deviate from this linear trend as

previously discussed. In Figure 4.8b, only the results in the linear range are shown and are

used to define the linear equation of the Qconv and Qf relationship.

Assuming that in natural systems the convective heat transfer occurs under the linear
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range, the linear relationship can be then used to estimate the Qf in the fractures from the

Qconv values estimated from field A-DTS thermal response tests in sealed boreholes:

Qf = Qconv × 8.2402 (4.1)

where Qf represents the total flow rate (L/day) in the interval. The relationship assumes a

fracture spacing of 0.2 m, and the remaining physical and thermal parameters are defined

in Table 4.1.

4.4.5 Improved field estimation of volumetric groundwater flow rates

The approach to estimate Qf from A-DTS thermal response tests in sealed boreholes,

presented in Chapter 3 and improved in this chapter, is applied to a field A-DTS dataset

from borehole GDC-5 (Figure 3.4). Hydraulic and tracer dilution tests were performed

in this borehole in selected straddle packer intervals to measure the volumetric groundwa-

ter flow rate Qf , and estimate groundwater velocity (v̄), and the results are presented in

Chapter 2. The A-DTS field dataset used in this chapter is the same dataset presented in

Chapter 3, where the heat transfer conceptual model was simplified by assuming a single

fracture to estimate Qf for each interval with evidence of groundwater flow. The intervals

with evidence of groundwater flow under natural gradient conditions in borehole GDC-5

display several fractures that are responsible for the enhanced heat transfer by convection

at the fracture surfaces (Table 4.3). However, some of the Qf values estimated in Chapter 3
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are unreasonably high, likely because the assumption of a single fracture is invalid in these

intervals requiring excessively large volumetric flow rates to reproduce the enhanced heat

transfer by convection estimated from the A-DTS test.

Inspection of the core retrieved from borehole GDC-5, and the borehole acoustic and

optical image logs show multiple fractures in several tested intervals, making it likely

that more than one hydraulically active fracture exists per interval. The A-DTS temper-

ature profile in Figure 4.9 can be used to qualify each of these observed fractures as be-

ing hydraulically-active or inactive; therefore, a reasonable estimation of the number of

hydraulically-active fractures can be determined for each interval presenting enhanced heat

transfer in borehole GDC-5. Table 4.3 presents the number of fractures observed along the

core and image logs, and an estimation of how many of these fractures are hydraulically

active for each interval in borehole GDC-5. The table also shows Qconv values estimated

from the A-DTS, and the Qf values calculated using the relationship obtained between

Qconv and Qf (Equation 4.1). Since the relationship is based on a cross sectional flow

area defined by a 1-m wide fracture, the Qf obtained from A-DTS in borehole GDC-5 is

re-calculated to represent the volumetric flow across a fracture intersecting the borehole

diameter. This is achieved by simply multiplying the obtained Qf by the borehole diame-

ter (0.127 m). Presenting Qf derived from A-DTS as a function of the borehole diameter

allows comparison of the results to values obtained from tracer dilution tests, which were

performed in the same borehole and the results are presented in Chapter 2.

Figure 4.9 presents the borehole GDC-5 dataset including stratigraphy, natural gamma,
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virtual caliper and fractures observed on image logs. The figure also includes a temperature

profile representing the condition at the end of the 5 h heating period, the rock’s thermal

conductivity (λr) from core samples, the (λa−corr) derived from A-DTS, and the calculated

Qconv for intervals with active flow. TheQf values are presented based on the interpretation

assuming one fracture based on the relationship obtained in Chapter 3, and considering

multiple fractures. Several orders of magnitude difference can be observed by assuming

more than one fracture per interval resulting in much more reasonable Qf values. The

results show Qf from A-DTS values varying from 1 to 19 L/day, and average and median

of 4 and 2 L/day, respectively, considering a cross sectional flow area defined by the fracture

aperture and the borehole diameter (0.127 m) (Table 4.3). The Qf values derived from A-

DTS are in reasonable agreement with the well-established dilution tracer test values, which

helps to affirm the validity of the A-DTS approach. The differences observed between

Qf from both methods can be attributed to the spatial resolution of each method, short-

circuiting through the formation, and flow along the cable caused by the large vertical

hydraulic head differences measured in this borehole. Despite the small differences, the

results obtained show the potential of this method to efficiently measure natural gradient

groundwater flow rate in fractured rock boreholes.

The results indicate that groundwater flow occurs under ambient conditions in intervals

from 20 to 35 m bgs and from 55 to 59 m bgs. These intervals likely have multiple,

closely spaced, hydraulically active fractures. As established earlier, if these fractures are

closer than 0.40 m apart, their thermal signatures will overlap and might appear as a large,
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continuous response when measured with the DTS due to the averaging effect across the

sampling resolution of the DTS (0.126 m). The Qconv(z) profile also indicates that the

magnitude of the heat transfer rate varies inside the interval showing that some fractures

have a larger volumetric groundwater flow rate than others. Flow along the cable (behind

the liner) also cannot be discarded as it likely does not make a perfect seal against the rock

allowing small amounts of water to flow. This is more likely to be an issue where there are

vertical gradients, which are present on the site between 20 to 37 m bgs.

4.5 Conclusions

In this Chapter four uncertainties with A-DTS were investigated including: multiple

fractures per interval, fracture spacing, heating duration, and the position of the composite

fiber optic cable in the borehole relative to the groundwater flow on measured apparent

thermal conductivity (λa). This study demonstrates that the cable position in the borehole

relative to groundwater flow does not influence the estimation of apparent thermal con-

ductivity (λa) values and the quantification of the apparent rate of convective heat transfer

at fracture surfaces (Qconv) assuming that the composite fiber optic cable is in continu-

ous contact with the rock along the borehole, and cross-connected flow in the borehole is

avoided.

The duration of heating in an A-DTS test determines the volume of the aquifer being

tested. The longer the test, the larger the aquifer volume tested. Hydraulically-active frac-
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tures that do not intersect the borehole but are close to the borehole wall (< 0.5 m) could

be detected with an A-DTS test with a heating duration of 48 h. Detection will depend on

the magnitude of the flow in the fracture, rock thermal properties and proximity of other

hydraulically-active fractures that could mask the heat transfer signal. The Qconv value

increases with longer heating periods because the surface area for convective heat transfer

also increases as the thermal plume front advances into the rock matrix.

Hydraulically-active fractures spaced less than 0.4 m detected in A-DTS tests appear as

a single temperature signal. Therefore, the exact number of hydraulically-active fractures

cannot be resolved if they are closely spaced. Fractures spaced between 0.4 and 0.9 m

can be resolved, but interpretation of convective heat transfer obtained is an average of all

fractures. Fractures spaced more than 0.9 m apart can be considered as individual fractures

as their thermal signals do not overlap.

An improved relationship between Qconv and the volumetric groundwater flow in the

fractures (Qf ) is determined considering the number of fractures varying from 1 to 8 frac-

tures in a 1.6-m interval. This relationship allows an improved estimation of Qf from a

field A-DTS test in borehole GDC-5 that corroborates well with Qf values obtained from

solute tracer dilution tests in 1.1-m intervals isolated by straddle packers, confirming the

viability and accuracy of the A-DTS test for quantifying volumetric groundwater flow.
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4.6 Tables and figures

Table 4.1: Numerical model physical, hydraulic and thermal parameters.

Components Hydraulic
conductiv-
ity [m/s]

Porosity [-] Thermal
conduc-
tivity
[W/m◦C]

Specific
heat
[J/kg/◦C]

Density
[kg/m3]

Rock 9.8 × 10−10 0.041 4 920 2630
Liner 1.0 × 10−20 1.0 × 10−5 0.57 4187 1000
Water 1.0 × 10−20 1 0.57 4187 1000
Cable 1.0 × 10−20 1.0 × 10−5 0.34 709 1440
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Table 4.2: Fracture apertures (2b) and hydraulic gradient (dh/dx) used in the numerical model
scenarios to assess the influence of fracture spacing and number of fractures on the apparent ther-
mal conductivity (λa) and on the apparent rate of convective heat transfer (Qconv) estimates. The
groundwater velocity in the fracture (qf ) is calculated using the cubic law and 2b values. The
volumetric groundwater flow rate in the fracture is calculated based on a cross-sectional flow area
derived from a 1 m wide fracture.

2b [µm] dh/dx [m/m] qf [m3/m2/day] Qf [L/day]

50 0.01 1.3 0.06
100 0.01 5.19 0.52
200 0.01 20.77 4.15
300 0.01 46.74 14.02
400 0.01 83.1 33.24
500 0.01 129.84 64.92
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Table 4.3: Intervals in borehole GDC-5 with evidence of enhanced heat transfer by convection
due to groundwater flow and the estimated volumetric groundwater flow rate (Qf ). The number
of fractures observed in each interval from core and image logs (acoustic and optical) are used
in combination with temperature profile obtained in the end of the heating period of an A-DTS
thermal response test to qualify each fracture as hydraulic active or inactive. The apparent rate of
convective heat transfer (Qconv) is calculated based on the method presented in Chapter 3. The Qf
is calculated based on values of Qconv and the relationship between Qconv and Qf determined in
this study (Equation 3.20).

Interval
Number of fractures

A-DTS

Obs.Top Bottom Length Qconv Qf

[m bgs] [m bgs] [m] Core Image Active [W] [L/day]
20.3 22.3 2.0 11 5 1 1.1 1 Vugs
22.3 23.8 1.5 15 3 1 1.8 2
23.8 24.6 0.8 3 0 0 1.3 1
24.6 26.2 1.6 8 5 3 2.9 3 Vertical fractures
26.2 27.1 0.9 4 2 2 2.3 2
27.1 29.1 2.0 9 3 3 4.9 5
29.1 29.9 0.8 2 2 1 1.9 2
29.9 30.9 1.0 5 1 0 2.4 3
30.9 31.9 1.0 3 2 2 2.4 2
31.9 33.9 2.0 8 5 4 6.2 6
33.9 35.4 1.5 6 5 5 8.1 8
35.4 38.6 3.2 9 5 5 18.5 19
54.9 55.9 1.0 1 1 1 1.2 1 Vugs
57.2 59.3 2.2 9 3 1 4.8 5 Large vug

Minimum 0.8 1.1 1
Maximum 3.2 18.5 19

Average 1.5 4.3 4
Median 1.5 2.4 2
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Figure 4.1: A) Schematic of the numerical model domain with a vertical borehole at the centre in-
tersected by horizontal fractures. B) A filter is applied to the temperature profile from the numerical
model (red line) to represent the DTS spatial and sampling resolutions (blue line).
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Figure 4.5: Effect of fracture spacing on (A) the temperature and on (B) apparent thermal conductivity profiles, and on the apparent rate
of convective heat transfer (Qconv) estimated from numerical representation of A-DTS using three horizontal active fractures. The largest
Qconv is obtained for fracture spacing of 0.2 m.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of the number of fractures on (A) the temperature and on (B) apparent thermal conductivity profiles, and on the apparent
rate of convective heat transfer (Qconv) estimated from numerical representation of A-DTS using three horizontal active fractures.
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Figure 4.7: Relationship between the apparent rate of convective heat transfer (Qconv) and the
volumetric groundwater flow rate (Qf ) applied at numerical model scenarios representing A-DTS
thermal response tests considering number of fractures varying from 1 to 8, at a constant spacing of
0.2 m. The red line represents the linear relationship which is the same for all number of fractures.
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A

B

Figure 4.8: Relationship between the apparent rate of convective heat transfer (Qconv) and the
volumetric groundwater flow rate (Qf ) for numerical model scenarios representing A-DTS thermal
response tests considering number of fractures varying from 1 to 8, at a constant spacing of 0.2 m.
A) All results, wich are also individually shown in Figure 4.7. B) Results of linear range only.
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Figure 4.9: Groundwater flow estimation from A-DTS in sealed borehole GDC-5 considering
multiple fractures. Additional datasets include (from the left to right): stratigraphy (formations
and members), natural gamma, virtual caliper from acoustic travel time, fractures identified on
image logs, hydraulic head profile, temperature profile at the end of the heating period, the λa−corr
(orange) and λr (red dots) profiles, estimated rate of convective heat transfer for each measurement
point (Qconv(z)), the integrated apparent rate of convective heat transfer along selected intervals
based on heating temperature profile (Qconv), and estimated volumetric groundwater flow rate based
on the relationship obtained from numerical modeling using a single fracture (see Chapter 3) and
using multiple fractures determined in this study. The results using multiple fractures are compared
with volumetric flow rates obtained from solute tracer dilution tests in straddle packers intervals.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Summary and conclusions

This thesis is based on the hypothesis that the rate of temperature increase during an ac-

tive distributed temperature sensing (A-DTS) thermal response test in a sealed borehole is

proportional to the bulk rock thermal properties and the magnitude of groundwater flow in

hydraulically-active fractures. Considering this hypothesis, the primary goal of this thesis

is to develop a method to efficiently estimate natural-gradient groundwater flow in discrete

fractures from A-DTS data collected in sealed boreholes complemented by a combination

of field and laboratory measurements. To test this hypothesis and assess the quality of the

effort as part of the thesis goal, this study has four main objectives: (1) develop a new

technology and procedure aimed at determining the ambient v̄ using an efficient combina-

tion of tracer dilution and hydraulic tests. The two types of tests are conducted using the
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same downhole apparatus that remains in a fixed position in the borehole for both tests;

(2) present conceptual insights about the nature of fracture apertures and velocity that have

evolved from the development and application of the new borehole measurement system;

(3) develop an efficient approach to estimate ambient groundwater flowrate from A-DTS

thermal response tests in sealed boreholes based on field data, laboratory measurements in

core samples, and numerical modeling; (4) assess four major sources of uncertainties in es-

timation of ambient groundwater flowrate from A-DTS thermal response tests including the

number of hydraulically active fractures per interval, fracture spacing, heat input duration,

and the position of the composite fiber optic cable in the borehole relative to groundwater

flow.

Chapter 2 describes a versatile packer system that is able to perform three types of

hydraulic tests (rising and falling head tests, constant head step tests, and pumping/injection

tests), and tracer dilution tests in the same interval without having to move the straddle

packers. The system was applied in a fractured dolostone borehole (GDC-5) which is part

of a research borehole cluster test facility developed and operated by the G360 Institute for

Groundwater Research, located at the University of Guelph campus, in Guelph, Ontario,

Canada. For each test interval, the equivalent hydraulic aperture is estimated from hydraulic

tests using the cubic law, and a range of fractures possible from one to the maximum

number of fractures observed in the core. Fracture aperture is also measured with image

logs (e.g. acoustic and optical televiewer), representing the fracture opening at the borehole

wall and is used in the data analysis. A range of groundwater velocities is obtained by
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dividing the flowrate measured using tracer dilution tests by the cross-sectional flow area

estimated from the sum of all active fracture apertures. The specific conclusions from this

study are:

• Groundwater velocities calculated from tracer dilution tests decrease when the num-

ber of hydraulically-active fractures is increased, due to larger friction losses in more,

but smaller aperture fractures;

• It is most appropriate to report a range of groundwater velocity values because it is

not possible to resolve the velocity of flow in individual fractures with confidence,

or much certainty due to the uncertainties in the number of hydraulically-active frac-

tures;

• Assessment of the accuracy of the cross-sectional flow areas calculated from hy-

draulic and image apertures was done by calculating the hydraulic gradient required

to obtain the groundwater flux from tracer dilution tests using values of hydraulic

conductivity derived hydraulic apertures and Darcy’s law;

• Unreasonably low hydraulic gradient values were obtained when the cross-sectional

flow area is based on image apertures, while the calculated gradients using the hy-

draulic apertures are in much better agreement with expected gradients for the study

site;

• Inaccurate v̄ estimates can occur when short-circuiting through a well-connected

fracture network between the test interval and the above and below open hole ex-
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ists in the presence of head differences, causing tracer dilution rates to be artificially

increased;

• The straddle packer tracer dilution system detected changes in the hydraulic gradient

caused by an intermittent pumping of a supply well located about 320 m away from

the test borehole, showing that the method has good sensitivity to detect changes in

the groundwater velocity during the tests.

Chapter 3 describes the conceptual model from test conditions for the composite fiber

optic cable and heat transfer into the rock matrix and stagnant water column in a sealed

borehole. The heat transfer can be enhanced by convection at the surfaces of hydraulically-

active fractures. An approach is demonstrated to quantify the apparent rate of convective

heat transfer (Qconv.) based on the apparent thermal conductivity (λa) values obtained from

the A-DTS thermal response tests. Since convective heat transfer is complex, a discrete

fracture numerical model is used to reproduce A-DTS tests, and to determine the effect of

the stagnant water column inside the borehole liner, and the relationship between Qconv.

and the volumetric groundwater flowrate in the fractures (Qf ). The specific conclusions

are:

• A correction factor is proposed for the effective thermal conductivity values esti-

mated from A-DTS tests in sealed boreholes to adjust for the stagnant water column

inside the borehole liner. The correction factor is a function of the rock matrix poros-

ity.
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• Corrected apparent thermal conductivity (λa−corr) values, along intervals without en-

hanced heat transfer by convection, corroborate with rock thermal conductivity (λr)

values determined in laboratory measurements using core samples;

• The (λa) values higher than the (λr) values indicate intervals with enhanced heat

transfer caused by flow in hydraulically-active fractures. These two values are used

to calculate the Qconv which is proportional to Qf in the fractures;

• The relationship between Qconv and Qf in the fractures is determined for a single,

idealized, parallel-plate fracture;

• Applying the relationship to a field A-DTS thermal response test performed in bore-

hole GDC-5 shows evidence of active flow in approximately 16 intervals along the

50 m long uncased borehole.

• Qf values obtained from A-DTS in borehole GDC-5 results in some unreasonably

high values, probably related to the assumption of a convective heat transfer in only

a single fracture;

• The large vertical hydraulic head gradient in borehole GDC-5 observed between 35

and 37 m bgs caused some measurable groundwater flow along the composite fiber

optic cable between the borehole wall and liner causing short-circuiting that in some

cases may not be easy to avoid.

Chapter 4 advances the assessment of the Qf estimation approach described in Chapter
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3. Four uncertainties with the A-DTS tests are considered: multiple fractures per interval,

fracture spacing, heating duration, and the position of the composite fiber optic cable in the

borehole relative to the groundwater flow on measured λa. The specific conclusions from

this study are:

• The cable position in the borehole relative to groundwater flow direction does not

influence the estimation of λa values and the quantification ofQconv assuming that the

cable is in continuous contact with the rock along the borehole and short-circuiting

flow is avoided by sealing the borehole with an impermeable and flexible borehole

liner;

• The length of the heat input period determines the volume of the aquifer tested dur-

ing an A-DTS test. The longer the test period and higher heat input rate, the larger

the aquifer volume tested. Hydraulically active fractures that do not intersect the

borehole, but are a short distance from the borehole wall (< 0.5 m) can be detected

with an A-DTS test with a heating period around 48 hours, depending on the mag-

nitude of the flow in the fracture, rock thermal properties, and proximity of other

hydraulically-active fractures that could mask the heat transfer signal;

• TheQconv increases with longer heating periods, since the surface area for convective

heat transfer also increases as the thermal plume front advances into the rock matrix;

• Hydraulically-active fractures spaced less than 0.4 m cannot be resolved based on

the spatial resolution of the DTS unit used in this study. Fractures spaced between
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0.4 and 0.9 m can be identified but the thermal signals overlap with adjacent frac-

tures, therefore any interpretation of groundwater flow must involve all fractures.

Fractures spaced more than 0.9 m do not have overlapping thermal signals and can

be considered as individual fractures. These observations are valid for the rock type

considered in this study; variation in the distances presented will occur for rock types

with different thermal and hydraulic properties.

• An improved relationship between Qconv and Qf in the fractures is determined by

considering in the relationship a number of fractures varying from 1 to 8 fractures

assuming a fracture spacing of 0.2 m.

• This improved relationship allows estimation of Qf from field A-DTS test data col-

lected in borehole GDC-5 that corroborates with Qf values measured using tracer

dilution tests in 1.1- m intervals isolated by straddle packers in the same borehole.

5.2 Implications

Characterization of groundwater flow in fractured rock has been commonly based on

methods adapted from porous media. Groundwater velocity is estimated from sparsely

distributed hydraulic head data and hydraulic conductivity values using Darcy’s law. Val-

idation of the results with field measurements is rare. Advanced methods to character-

ize groundwater flow in fractured rock are often based on open hole conditions subject

to cross-connected flow that disturbs the natural gradient near the borehole and perhaps
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even re-directs groundwater flow through different fractures. Methods that approximate

the natural gradient condition such as the use of straddle packers are laborious and time

consuming, and therefore, are rarely applied in the industry.

The research presented in this thesis aims to overcome these two limitations and provide

robust discrete fracture groundwater flow estimates by quantifying depth discrete ground-

water flow under natural gradient condition using A-DTS thermal response tests in sealed

boreholes. This method is efficiently applied in the field to characterize the entire borehole,

and the data processing time is reduced with the use of numerical functions. The results

from this approach can improve calibration and validation of groundwater flow, and con-

taminant transport and fate numerical models to assist with decision making. The results

can improve implementation of permanent infrastructure for groundwater monitoring and

remediation, evaluate risks of preferential flow paths in geotechnical investigations, and

assess ground heat pump systems performance.

5.3 Recommendations for future research

Field application of the approach presented in this thesis is restricted to a fractured

bedrock borehole drilled through a Silurian dolostone located in Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

Application of this approach in different hydrogeological conditions (i.e. crystalline rocks,

sandstone, etc.) and with other flow datasets available can further validate the method

performance. The method could also be applied in granular aquifer with vertical methods
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for insertion of the composite fiber optic cable.

Improvement to the composite fiber optic cable is required for field sites with large

vertical hydraulic gradient to try to avoid flow along the cable between the borehole wall

and liner.

Field A-DTS tests were performed under ambient conditions in this study; all the bore-

holes of the research cluster were sealed with an impermeable and flexible borehole liner.

A series of experiments could be performed under hydraulically stressed conditions to as-

sess the sensitivity of the proposed method using A-DTS to changes in groundwater flux.

For example, when one of the boreholes is open (unsealed) or under pumping conditions.

Different heat input durations could be tested in the field to assess influences and for im-

provement in data quality.

In this study, the relationship between Qconv and Qf in fractures is empirically deter-

mined using numerical simulations using physical and thermal properties of a dolostone.

A physical fractured rock model with known rock thermal properties and controlled flow

conditions could also be used to build the same relationship, and validate the relationship

determined using numerical modeling.
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